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Karakterizacija človeške kože s kombinacijo fototermalne
radiometrije in difuzne refleksijske spektroskopije

IZVLEČEK

Cilj tega doktorskega dela je določitev strukture in sestave človeške kože in vivo. V ta
namen sem združila dve optični tehniki: sunkovno fototermalno radiometrijo (SFTR), ki
temelji na zaznavanju infrardečega sevanja lasersko segretega vzorca in difuzno
refleksijsko spektroskopijo (DRS) v vidnem delu spektra. Pri analizi sem sočasno
prilagajala izmerjene PPTR signale in DRS spektre z ustreznimi napovedmi Monte Carlo
modela interakcije med svetlobo in tkivom. Z uporabo štiri-plastnega modela kože
(vrhnjica, zgornja in spodnja usnjica ter maščevje), pri katerem sem individualno
prilagajala tudi sipalne lastnosti vrhnjice in usnjice, sem dobila dobro ujemanje med
eksperimentalnimi in modelskimi podatki.
Dobljene vrednosti parametrov človeške kože so zelo dobro primerljive z vrednostmi, ki
jih najdemo v literaturi. Pri kontroliranih testih, kot so začasni zastoj periferne krvi z
uporabo manšete za merjenje krvnega tlaka in akutna ter kronična izpostavljenost
sončnemu sevanju, so vrednosti parametrov prav tako pokazale pričakovane trende.
Vrednosti za debelino vrhnjice sem primerjala z vrednostmi dobljenimi z večfotonskim
mikroskopom.
Zgoraj opisan pristop sem uporabila tudi za kvantitativno karakterizacijo tetovaže na
človeški kože med procesom laserskega odstranjevanja le-te. Za ta namen sem
uporabila tri-plastni model kože sestavljen iz vrhnjice, zgornje usnjice in spodnje usnjice,
ki vsebuje barvilo.
Iterativna optimizacija 14 modelskih parametrov z uporabo numeričnega modela (i.e.,
inverzni Monte Carlo) je računsko zelo zahtevna. Da bi izboljšala to pomanjkljivost
našega pristopa, smo zgradili zelo hitri napovedni model (NM), ki temelji na strojnem
učenju. NM vsebuje naključne gozdove naučene na približno 9,000 primerih.
Ključne besede: sunkovna fototermalna radiometrija, difuzna refleksijska
spektroskopija, karakterizacija kože, Monte Carlo, lasersko odstranjevanje tetovaž,
napovedni model

Characterization of human skin by combined photothermal
radiometry and diffuse reflectance spectroscopy

ABSTRACT

In this thesis I combine two optical techniques to enable assessment of structure and
composition of human skin in vivo: Pulsed photothermal radiometry (PPTR), which
involves measurements of transient dynamics in mid-infrared emission from sample
surface after exposure to a light pulse, and diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) in
visible part of the spectrum. The analysis involves simultaneous fitting of measured
PPTR signals and DRS spectra with corresponding predictions of a Monte Carlo model
of light-tissue interaction. By using a four-layer optical model of skin (epidermis,
papillary dermis, reticular dermis and subcutis) I obtain a good match between the
experimental and model data when scattering properties of the epidermis and dermis
are also optimized on an individual basis.
The assessed parameter values correlate well with literature data and demonstrate the
expected trends in controlled tests involving temporary obstruction of peripheral blood
circulation using a pressure cuff, and acute as well as seasonal sun tanning. The
obtained epidermal thickness values were tested by coregistration with a multiphoton
microscope.
Moreover, I evaluate the potential of this approach for quantitative evaluation of
tattoos during laser removal treatment. For this purpose, I apply a three-layer optical
model of skin consisting of epidermis, upper dermis, and bottom dermis which includes
the tattoo ink.
However, the involved iterative optimization of 14 skin model parameters using a
numerical forward model (i.e., inverse Monte Carlo - IMC) is computationally very
expensive. In order to overcome this drawback, we have constructed a very fast
predictive model (PM) based on machine learning. The PM involves random forests,
trained on 9,000 examples computed using my forward MC model.
Keywords: pulsed photothermal radiometry, diffuse reflectance spectroscopy, skin
characterization, Monte Carlo, laser tattoo removal, predictive model
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1 INTRODUCTION
The skin is the largest organ of the human body and is responsible for the protection of
the body from external influences while also preventing water loss. The skin’s
functionality also extends to a broad range of other important tasks such as wound
healing, hemostasis, function in sensory perception and inflammation. Monitoring the
anatomy and physiology of the human skin is therefore essential in diagnosing illnesses
or in monitoring their treatment.
Optical techniques have proven to be suitable for studying skin and its structures and
are, in contrast to performing a biopsy, the current ''gold standard'' in medicine, noninvasive and can be used to monitor skin’s hemodynamics (i.e. dynamic of blood flow)
[1].
The main motivation of this work is the development of an objective approach for
physiological and structural characterization of human skin in vivo which is important
for monitoring different skin diseases, monitoring laser treatments and improving the
treatment protocols, determining the age of bruises etc. Our goal is to determine all
physiological and structural properties of skin which are important for monitoring, e.g.,
laser treatments, simultaneously.
Confocal microscopy, optical coherence tomography and multiphoton microscopy are
optical techniques which provide high-resolution (e.g., 1–10 µm) structural images of
skin and are widely used for determination of epidermal and dermal thickness [2–4].
However, these techniques have a limited penetration depth, which reaches up to 1
mm, poor contrast, and high cost, which makes access to these devices limited.
Moreover, they are unable to provide an information about skin hemodynamics. Diffuse
reflectance spectroscopy (DRS), on the other hand, has been widely used for
determination of skin hemodynamic properties such as blood oxygenation levels and
chromophore contents (especially melanin and blood content) [5,6], however, DRS lacks
intrinsic sensitivity to chromophore depth, as the light scattered from all tissue layers is
merged together in the recorded spectra. Therefore, when examining skin with
spectroscopic techniques, researchers have to either assume the thickness of the skin
or determine it with a separate measurement. Assuming skin thickness can be
problematic since it varies with gender, age and the location on the body, so using
average values adopted from literature may introduce uncontrolled errors in other
parameter values.
To achieve our goal and overcome the drawbacks of the optical techniques described
above we combined DRS with a pulsed photothermal radiometry (PPTR), which enables
us to determine the location of the absorbers. PPTR involves measurement of transient
dynamics in mid-infrared (IR) emission from sample surface after exposure to a short
light pulse. In addition to assessment of optical and thermal properties of homogenous
samples, light-induced temperature depth-profiles in layered structures can also be
determined from such radiometric signals, by fitting the measured data to a theoretical
model describing the layers.
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More specifically, the physiological and structural characterization of human skin is
achieved by matching measured PPTR signals and DRS spectra with corresponding
predictions of a numerical model of light-tissue interaction in an iterative optimization
process, (a.k.a inverse Monte Carlo, IMC).
However, the involved iterative multi-dimensional optimization using the MC forward
model is computationally very expensive and, each optimization task must be repeated
several times in order to control the inevitable numerical noise, facilitate escape from
local minima, and assess the robustness of the IMC analysis. In order to overcome this
drawback, we developed predictive model (PM) constructed using machine learning,
which is computationally very efficient and produces equivalent results.
The described approach allows simultaneous assessment of several physiologically
relevant parameters (e.g. the contents and oxygen saturation levels of dermal blood in
the papillary and reticular compartments), as well as structural properties of the skin at
selected test sites (i.e., the epidermal and dermal thickness).
Moreover, we present a first attempt at quantitative characterization of tattooed
human skin in vivo during laser tattoo removal procedure. Laser treatment of tattoos
can occasionally result in adverse side effects and complications such as scarring,
bleeding, transient or permanent hypo or hyperpigmentation or simply ineffective
partial removal of tattoo ink. Therefore, new laser system and treatment protocols are
being continuously developed to increase the efficacy and reduce complications of laser
tattoo removal. The evaluation of treatment protocol is usually based on subjective
visual assessment which can often leads to erroneous conclusions about the state of
the deeper layers of the skin. Therefore, the quantitative monitoring of removal
procedure, which enables greater insight into the skin tattoo removal process can
contribute a lot to improvement of treatment protocol.
The dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter 2 reviews skin histology, optical
properties of its main constituents, as well as approaches for calculation of light
propagation in tissue. Chapter 3 summarizes the methodology. In Chapter 4
characterization of healthy human skin and tests of the reliability and robustness of our
methodology is presented. In Chapter 5 characterization of black tattoos in human skin
is presented as well as characterization of tattoos after laser removal treatment. In
Chapter 6 the predictive model which overcomes the computational cost of IMC is
presented.
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2 TISSUE OPTICS
Biological tissue (e.g. skin) is an aggregate of similar cells and cell products. Cells are
complex structures composed of heterogeneous constituents of various size, shapes,
and optical properties. Therefore, a detailed description of tissue is very complicated,
and its optical properties are commonly approximated by considering tissue as a bulk
material with effective absorption and scattering properties.
When light travels through tissue, attenuation from absorption and scattering occurs.
Both, scattering and absorption are strongly wavelength dependent. The dominant
process is scattering, which is the cause for the relatively light, opaque appearance of
tissue.

2.1 STRUCTURE OF HUMAN SKIN
Skin is the largest organ of the human body and represents 15% of the total body
weight. It protects the body against external physical, chemical, and biological factors,
prevents excessive water loss from the body, and has a role in thermoregulation [7].
Skin can be divided into three layers: epidermis, dermis, and hypodermis (subcutis).
Hair, nails, and sweat glands are regarded as derivatives of skin and their structure is
different than structure of skin. A schematic representation of skin is given in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Structure of human skin [8]
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EPIDERMIS
Epidermis is the outermost layer of skin and serves as the physical and chemical barrier
between the interior body and the environment. It can be further subdivided into four
sublayers: the stratum corneum, stratum granulosum, stratum spinosum and stratum
basale. The thickness of epidermis varies from 0.05 mm on the eyelids to 0.8–1.5 mm
on the soles of the feet and palms of the hand.
Stratum corneum is the outermost layer of the epidermis. Typically, stratum corneum
is 10–20 µm thick and composed of 10 – 15 layers of corneocytes, i.e. nonliving cells
derived from the deeper layers. Stratum granulosum, stratum spinosum, and stratum
basale are composed of nucleated cells and are collectively referred to as viable
epidermis. The viable epidermis is typically 50 – 100 µm thick and devoid of blood
capillaries and sensory nerve endings. Primarily, it is composed of keratinocytes, which
comprise 95% of its cells. Keratinocytes arise from stratum basale and undergo
progressive differentiation whilst migrating towards the stratum corneum. The basal
layer also contains melanocytes, which produce the pigment melanin. Melanin acts as
a natural broadband absorber and provides protection against ultraviolet (UV)
radiation. Chronic exposure to sunlight increases the ratio of melanocytes to
keratinocytes, therefore, higher concentrations of melanin are found on the exposed
parts of the skin (e.g. outer forearm) compared to the unexposed part of the skin (e.g.
inner forearm). The number of melanocytes is the same at equivalent body sites in all
types of skin, but the distribution and rate of production of melanin are different [9].
Oppositely, the acute exposure to sunlight causes an erythema which is associated with
increased blood flow.
DERMIS
Dermis lies between the epidermis and subcutis. Thickness of the dermis ranges
between 0.5 mm on the eyelids to 3 mm on the back, palms, and soles. It is mostly
composed of collagen, elastin and extrafibrillar matrix. Collagen fibers make up 70% of
the dermis, giving it strength and toughness, while elastin maintains elasticity and
flexibility. The amount of collagen and elastin decrease with age, resulting in loss of
skin’s elasticity. Apart from these, dermis is composed of three major cell types:
fibroblasts which synthetize the extracellular matrix and also collagen, macrophages
which are white blood cells, and mast cells which are migrant cells of connective tissue.
Dermis can be subdivided into two layers: the thinner papillary dermis on top and
thicker reticular dermis at the bottom. Papillary dermis is composed of fine and loosely
arranged collagen fibers and loose areolar connective tissue. It is named for so called
papillae, which extend toward the epidermis and contain networks of blood capillaries.
Reticular dermis is composed of dense irregular connective tissue featuring densely
packed collagen fibers.
HYPODERMIS (SUBCUTIS)
Subcutis is the innermost layer of skin and it is largely composed of fat cells. The
thickness of the subcutaneous tissue depends on the body site, age, and other factors
such as body mass index. It is particularly thick in the cheeks, breasts, buttocks, soles,
palms, and thighs, while it is thin in the eyelids, dorsal nose, lips of the mouth. The
subcutis is composed primarily of adipose tissue, which consist of connective tissue
16

(collagen-elastin meshes) and fat. The subcutaneous layer acts as insulator and protects
the internal organs from external temperature variations [10].

2.2 ABSORPTION
Tissue constituents that absorb light are referred as chromophores. Most prominent
chromophores in the skin are: water, lipids, oxy– and deoxyhemoglobin, and melanin.
By irradiating the tissue with light of an appropriate wavelength within the optical
window (see below), selective absorption in specific tissue chromophore can be
induced. This causes selective heating of tissue structures and is utilized in laser
treatments (e.g. hair or vascular lesion removal, etc.) as well as for diagnostic purposes.

2.2.1 WATER
The optical window, where tissue absorption is minimal and light penetrates deeper
into tissue, is found between 600 – 1250 nm, where also the absorption coefficient of
water is low, Figure 2. The absorption coefficient of water has its minimum at ~400 nm.
Due to high absorption of blood between 400 and 600 nm (see below), the optical
window starts from 600 nm. Weak absorption in this range allows deeper penetration
of light in the skin, which is utilized in diagnostic and therapeutic applications.

Figure 2. Absorption spectrum of water [11].

2.2.2 HEMOGLOBIN
Human blood consists of red blood cells (erythrocytes), white blood cells (leukocytes),
platelets (thrombocytes), and blood plasma (containing water, electrolytes, proteins,
carbohydrates, lipids, and various extracellular vesicles) [12]. Red blood cells are the
most absorbing chromophore in human blood.
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Red blood cells are composed mainly of hemoglobin, with the average hemoglobin
concentration in healthy human adults being 140 g/l for women and 155 g/l for men
[13].There are several different hemoglobin derivatives in the human body, each
exhibiting specific absorption features. The most abundant types of hemoglobin
derivatives in human skin are oxyhemoglobin (bonded to oxygen, HbO2), and
deoxyhemoglobin (not bonded to oxygen, Hb). Oxygen saturation of blood is defined as
the ratio of the HbO2 concentration and total hemoglobin concentration, and amounts
to ~97.5% in arterial blood and ~75% in venous blood [13].
The absorption spectra of oxy and deoxyhemoglobin are presented in Figure 3 for
hematocrit of H0 = 34% [14]. The hematocrit is defined as the volume percentage of red
blood cells in blood.

Figure 3. Absorption spectra of oxyhemoglobin (red) and deoxyhemoglobin (blue) for
H0 = 34% [14].

The absorption coefficient of blood is calculated as a linear combination of the values
for oxygenated ( a, Hb02 ) and deoxygenated ( a, Hb ) whole blood, according to the oxygen
saturation level, S as

a,bl 

H
 Sa,Hb0  1  S  a,Hb  .
2

H0 

(1)

The blood found in skin is concentrated in discrete blood vessels, which results in the
optical screening effect. The fluence rate in the center of the blood vessel is significantly
lower than near the vessel boundary due to the high absorption of blood near the
boundary. The contribution of blood in the center of the vessel to the overall absorption
is thus suppressed. The effect increases with the size of the vessels. Therefore, Svaasand
et al. [15] derived a correction factor Cpack, which was experimentally confirmed by
Rajaram et al. [16]
Cpack 





1
 d
1  e a,bl vess .
a,bldvess

(2)

Here, µa,bl is the absorption coefficient of the whole blood and dvess is the mean diameter
of the vessel in the tissue volume. The correction factor assumes exposure of blood
vessels to diffuse light, which holds relatively well inside the human skin.
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Effective absorption coefficient of blood takes into account the correction factor Cpack
and is calculated as
(i )
a,effbl  a,bl   i Cpack
,

(3)

i

(i )
where  i presents the distribution of the different vessels sizes in the dermis, and Cpack

the correction factor accounting for optical screening within a blood vessel of radius ri
[17].

2.2.3 MELANIN
Melanin is dark brown pigment located in the epidermis. In biological tissues melanin is
usually found in the form of discernible granules and is typically synthesized in a specific
organelle called the melanosome. Melanosomes are typically elongated (2-3 µm long
and 1 µm wide) while melanin granules are almost spherical and smaller (0.4 µm
diameter) [18].
Differences of human skin color are result from differences in the amount and
distribution of the melanin granules. Individuals with darker skin have darker, more
abundant melanin, whereas fair-skinned individuals have a lighter shade of skin and less
melanin. There are two types of melanin: black to brown eumelanin, and yellow to
reddish-brown pheomelanin [19]. The absorption spectra of eumelanin and
pheomelanin are presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Absorption spectra of eumelanin and pheomelanin.

In the skin, eumelanin is usually far more abundant [20] and thus the terms melanin and
eumelanin are often used interchangeably. The volume fraction of melanin in epidermis
varies between ~1% for European skin types, to 5% and 10% for moderately pigmented
Middle Eastern Asian and African skin, respectively [21].
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2.2.4 ADIPOSE TISSUE
The subcutaneous adipose tissue is formed by aggregation of fat cells (adipocytes),
which contain lipids in the form of numerous small droplets for lean or healthy
individuals, and fewer larger droplets for obese humans [22]. The diameters of the
adipocytes are between 15 µm and 250 µm [23]. Absorption of the human adipose
tissue is defined by absorption of hemoglobin, lipids, and water: the wavelength
dependence of the absorption coefficient is presented in Figure 5 [24].

Figure 5. Absorption spectrum of human adipose tissue [24].

2.2.5 TISSUE BACKGROUND
The baseline skin absorption originates from all other skin constituents such as: cell
organelles, cell membranes, collagen and elastin fibers, etc. The baseline absorption
coefficient chosen for purpose of this thesis was determined by Huang et al as [25]
(Figure 6):
   154nm 
a,base  0.0244mm1  8.53mm1 exp  
.
 66.2nm 

Figure 6. Absorption spectra of tissue background.
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(4)

2.3.2 SCATTERING ANISOTROPY
The deviation of light from the incident direction is described by the scattering phase
function p(sˆ, sˆ) , which describes the probability distribution for the deflection of a
photon from direction ŝ into direction sˆ in a scattering event. If tissue is isotropic in
terms of physical properties (such as refractive index, density, etc.), then the phase
function depends only on the scattering angle  (between sˆ and ŝ ).
Unfortunately, from computational point of view, light scattering in tissue is not
isotropic. Single particle light scattering is strongly forward directed [26]. A measure for
the degree of the scattering anisotropy is the anisotropy factor g, which is defined as
the average cosine of the scattering angle 𝜃.


g  cos   p   cos  2 sin d .

(5)

0

Total forward scattering corresponds to g = 1, while isotropic scattering corresponds to
g = 0. Light scattering in tissue is mostly forward directed; g ranges from 0.77 to 0.95
for visible and near-infrared wavelengths [26,27].

2.3.3 HENYEY – GREENSTEIN PHASE FUNCTION
Mie theory describes the scattering of light by a homogenous isotropic spheres. Actual
biological tissue models are much more complex than a monodisperse system of
spherical particles. Therefore, in addition to theoretical Mie phase function, several
semi-empirical approximations for the scattering phase functions have been used. One
of the most commonly used phase functions is the Henyey–Greenstein (HG) phase
function:
pHG  θ  

1
4



1  g2
1  g2  2g cosθ



3/2

.

Figure 9. The Henyey – Greenstein scattering phase function calculated for a few
characteristic g values: g = 0.6 – 0.9 for hard tissue, g = 0.8 – 0.95 for soft tissue, and g =
0.995 for blood.
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(6)

HG phase function provides a reasonable good estimate of the forward scattering
nature in the tissue. Figure 9 presents the HG phase function calculated for different g
values: g = 0.6 – 0.9 for hard tissue, g = 0.8 – 0.95 for soft tissue, and g = 0.995 for highly
anisotropic scattering system such as blood.

2.3.4 REDUCED SCATTERING COEFFICIENT
The photon mean-free path between two scattering events in a non-absorbing but
scattering material is defined as
ls 

1

(7)

s

where μs is scattering coefficient. Single scattering events occurs in this tissues e.g. in
the human eye (cornea). In contrast, multiple scattering is more likely to occur in most
in vivo studies of skin, i.e. photons of incident light typically undertake many scattering
events. When a photon undergoes several scattering events, the reduced scattering
coefficient which incorporates both the scattering coefficient μs and the scattering
anisotropy factor g can be defined as:
 s   s (1  g).

(8)

The reduced scattering coefficient describes the diffusion of photons as a random walk
with a step size of
ls 

1
 s

(9)

where each step involves isotropic scattering.

2.3.5 SCATTERING IN EPIDERMIS AND DERMIS
Scattering in epidermis is experimentally very hard to determine due to small thickness
of the layer. In dermis scattering is caused primarily by collagen fibers (mostly Mie
scattering contributions) and other small-scale cellular and microfibril structures
(mostly Rayleigh scattering contributions). More detailed description of scattering
properties can be found in Ch. 6.
The scattering anisotropy in epidermis and dermis is approximated as [22] (Figure 10):
g  0.62  29  105
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nm

.

(10)

Figure 10. Wavelength dependence of scattering anisotropy factor in epidermis and
dermis.

2.3.6 SCATTERING IN ADIPOSE TISSUE
The main scatterers of adipose tissue are spherical droplets of lipids, which are
uniformly distributed within adipocytes and collagen-elastin meshes. Scattering in
subcutis depends significantly on body site, increasing in strength in regions with thicker
and denser collagen-elastin meshes. To account for this variations, Naglič et al. [28]
introduced a model function which approximately encompasses the spectral properties
of scattering while allowing for individual differences by varying the amplitude A:




  A  1.643 mm1  30.38 mm1 exp  
s,sub

 180.3nm  


(11)

Figure 11. Comparison of the reduced scattering coefficient spectra for subcutis from
different authors [24,29–32] and the model function in Eq. (11) (dashed lines) [28].

The proposed function Eq. (11) is in good agreement with the two scattering spectra
presented by Salomatina et al.44 for values of A = 0.64 and A = 1.5, respectively (see
Figure 11).
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2.5 RADIATIVE TRANSPORT EQUATION
In a turbid environment (e.g. skin), where light is subject to multiple scattering, the
Radiative transport equation has been proven useful for description of light transport.
In steady state, the Radiative transport equation is expressed as [33]
sˆ L(r,sˆ)  (a   s ) L(r,sˆ)   s

ˆ ˆ) L(r,sˆ) d ,
 p(s,s

(15)

4

̂ 𝒔̂′ ) is the phase function and is normalized, so that ∫4𝜋 𝑝(𝒔̂𝒔̂′ )𝑑Ω=1.
where 𝑝(𝒔,
The spatial change 𝒔̂ ∙ ∇𝐿(𝒓, 𝒔̂) of light power passing through a small volume at r in
direction 𝒔̂ is given by:




−(𝜇𝑎 + 𝜇𝑠 )𝐿(𝒓, 𝒔̂) : the fraction of light that enters the volume in the direction
𝑠̂ and becomes either absorbed in the volume or scattered away from the initial
direction
𝜇𝑠 ∫4𝜋 𝑝(𝒔, 𝒔̂′ ) 𝐿(𝒓, 𝒔̂′)𝑑Ω′ : the amount of light power that enters the volume in
direction 𝒔̂′ and is deflected into direction 𝒔̂ by scattering

2.5.1 SOLVING THE TRANSPORT EQUATION
Despite the simple structure, analytic solutions of the Radiative transport equation are
known only for a few specialized cases. Approximate analytic solutions for a number of
systems with high degrees of symmetry can be found in the framework of diffusion
approximation (DA). While diffusion theory is fast and convenient way to model light
transport, it fails when close to source or boundaries and when absorption is strong
compared to scattering. To overcome the problems of DA, numerical methods are often
used. Most popular among these are Monte Carlo (MC) algorithms [26].

2.6 MONTE CARLO TECHNIQUE
The Monte Carlo is a popular numerical technique for analysis of light propagation in
turbid medium, such as skin. The transport of light in MC approach is described as a
flow of energy packets, i.e. ‘’photons’’. The MC method describes local rules of photon
propagation, e.g. probability distribution that describes the step size of photon
movement between sites of photon-tissue interaction. Multiple physical quantities can
be determined simultaneously. Due to statistic nature of method the propagation of a
large number of photons is required. Consequently, the MC method requires a large
amount a computation time. The MC approach is the ‘’golden standard’’ of light
propagation in tissue and is thus also used for verification of other approaches [34].
A basic method for Monte Carlo simulations of light transport in tissue was described
by Prahl et al. [35] and was later adapted in the Monte Carlo Multi-Layer (MCML)
program by Wang et al. [36].
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2.6.1 BASICS OF MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
The Monte Carlo simulation used in this thesis deals with the transport of an infinitely
narrow photon beam incident perpendicularly to a skin surface. Each skin layer is
described by the following parameters: thickness, refractive index, absorption
coefficient µa, scattering coefficient µs, and scattering anisotropy factor g. Photon
absorption, fluence, reflectance and transmittance are the physical quantities to be
simulated.
The flowchart for tracing photons in multi-layered tissues with MCML is presented in
Figure 13. The basic steps in Monte Carlo simulation are as follows:
1. Launching a photon packet
Each photon packet is injected onto the tissue at the origin. This corresponds to a
collimated infinitely narrow beam of photons. The photon initial energy, i.e. weight is
initialized to W=1. After the photon is launched, the specular reflectance Rsp due to
mismatch between the refractive indexes of ambient medium (air) and tissue will occur.
The starting photon weight in the medium is
W  1  Rsp .

(16)

2. Photon step size
The step size of the photon packet is calculated based on sampling of the probability
distribution for the free path of the photon s (0 ≤ 𝑠):
s

ln( )

t

.

(17)

Here, ζ represents a randomly generated number between [0,1] and µt the total
attenuation coefficient which is sum of absorption and scattering coefficient.
3. Photon moving
Once a substep si is determined, the photon is moved in the tissue. The position of the
photon packet is updated by:
x  x   x si
y  y   y si

(18)

z  z   z si

where the arrows indicate quantity substitutions, and μx, μy and μz are the directional
cosines.
4. Photon absorption
Once the photon has reached an interaction site, a fraction of the photon weight, ΔW,
absorbed by the interaction must be calculated as:
W 
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a
W
t

(19)

which will be deposited in the local grid element. μa present the absorption coefficient.
The photon weight is updated by:
W  W  W.

(20)

The photon packet with the new weight W will undergo scattering at the interaction
site.
5. Photon scattering
Once the photon has reached an interaction site and its weight is decreased, the photon
packet with the updated weight is scattered. There are two angles to be statistically
sampled: deflection angle, 𝜃 (0 ≤ 𝜃 < 𝜋), and an azimuthal angle, 𝜓 (0 ≤ 𝜓 < 2𝜋). The
probability distribution for the cosine of the deflection angle, cos θ, is described by the
Henyey-Greenstein scattering function, Eq. (6). The azimuthal angle, ψ is sampled as
𝜓 = 2𝜋𝜁.
6. Photon hitting the boundary
During a step of size s, the photon packet may hit a boundary of the current layer, where
the boundary can be an interface between the current layer of the tissue and the
ambient medium (air) or an interface between current and another layer in the tissue.
The photon packet can be internally reflected or transmitted across the boundary.
7. Photon termination
After a photon packet is launched, it can be terminated naturally by reflection or
transmission out of the tissue. The photons are terminated using the technique called
Russian roulette. The Russian roulette technique gives the photon packet the chance in
m of surviving with a weight of mW. If the photon packet does not survive the Russian
roulette, its weight is reduced to zero and the photon is terminated.
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Figure 13. Flowchart for tracing photons in multi-layered tissue with the MCML
simulation.
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3 METHODOLOGY
Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) in the visible and near-IR wavelengths of light is
a popular experimental technique which enables differentiation between different
chromophores. Nevertheless, quantitative assessment of the chromophore contents
requires knowledge about their depth distribution, i.e. determination of the thickness
of the characteristic skin layers has to be investigated using a separate experimental
approach [30].
Pulsed photothermal radiometry (PPTR) allows assessment of optical or thermal
properties in homogenous samples but not a unique physiological characterization of
human skin, which contains multiple layers and absorbing substances [37].
To overcome the individual weakness of PPTR and DRS we have combined both
techniques by exploiting their respective strengths.

3.1 STUDY PROTOCOL
The study protocol was approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of the Republic of
Slovenia (0120-365/2017-9). It involves healthy volunteers with fair skin (Fitzpatrick
types I-II) between the ages of 20 and 65. All subjects have signed an informed consent
form and filled out a questionnaire providing information on their age, gender, and
lifestyle (e.g., smoking, dietary habits).
Whenever possible the skin site location was selected in a part of the skin with few hair
follicles and no visible veins, to ensure high lateral homogeneity of the selected part of
the skin. All the test sites on the subjects’ arms were shaved and the dehydrated
superficial layer (stratum corneum) was removed by tape striping. The tape striping
procedure was performed 10-15 times for each test site. The site was then cleaned with
medical-grade ethanol, rehydrated using physiological solution, and left to dry.
In each subject, PPTR measurements were performed 5 times and DRS measurements
3-5 times. During the measurements, the arm was supported in horizontal position.

3.2 PULSED PHOTOTHERMAL RADIOMETRY
Pulsed photothermal radiometry is a noncontact technique that utilizes an infrared
detector to measure temperature changes induced in a test material exposed to pulsed
radiation.
An expression for PPTR signal ΔS(t) in one dimension will be derived below. A onedimensional description is valid if the detection area of IR radiation is sufficiently smaller
than the area irradiated by the laser, which means that the tissue can be treated as
locally laterally homogenous. The tissue is assumed to be semi-infinite, see Figure 14.
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The measured PPTR signal ΔS(t) of a sample is proportional to the superposition of
depth-dependent blackbody radiation, weighted by the transmission losses due to
infrared absorption
2


B (T )T (z , t )IRe  IR ( )z dz d.
z 0  b

S(t )  C  R( ) 
1

(25)

Here R(λ) stands for the spectral responsivity of the IR radiation detector, λ1 and λ2
represent the upper and lower limit of detection spectral band, the constant C accounts
for specifics of the sample surface, radiation detector, and collection optics, and Bλ’(T)
denotes the derivative of the Planck’s expression with respect to temperature (at the
baseline temperature Tb).
The PPTR signal is related to the initial temperature profile ΔT(z, 0) as


S(t ) 

 K (z ,t)T (z ,0) dz.

(26)

z 0

The monochromatic kernel function K(z, t) is equal to
2



1

z 0

K (z , t )  C   R( )B (Tb )IR ()

 G(z, z ,t)e

 IR ( ) z

dz  d.

(27)

In experimental applications of the technique, the laser-induced temperature profile
and PPTR signal are represented by vectors S and T. The relation (26) thereby takes a
form of simple multiplication with a kernel matrix K:
Ki , j  K (z j ,ti )z.

S = KT;

(28)

When investigating skin samples, PPTR provides the information about the depth and
concentration of absorbers (e.g. melanin, blood) [41]. The technique was already
applied in several medical applications such as determination of tissue optical
properties [42], characterization of tattoo removal [43], dental depth profiling [44,45].

3.2.1 TEMPERATURE PROFILE RECONSTRUCTION
Reconstruction of the initial temperature profile T from Equation (28) presents a
severely ill-posed inverse problem due to the defect rank of the kernel matrix K [41].
Therefore, Equation (28) in general does not have a solution, and T is commonly
obtained by seeking an approximate solution by solving the minimization problem
2

(29)

min S - KT .

The reconstruction code involves the ν-method with a non-negativity constraint [46].
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Figure 18. An integrating sphere used in the measurements.

3.3.1.1 DRS MEASUREMENTS USING AN INTEGRATING SPHERE
Prior to each session, the light inside the IS was turned on for at least 5 minutes to
achieve thermal equilibrium of the sphere and spectrometer. Firstly, the ‘’white
standard’’ spectrum was measured by acquiring a spectrum of a Spectralon®. After
performing the same measurement on the skin of a volunteer, DRS of the skin was
determined by dividing the two spectra at each wavelength:
R( ) 

Fsamp ( )Rsam ( )
Fwh ( )Rwh ( )

.

(30)

Here, Rsam(λ) and Rwh(λ) are sample diffuse reflectivity and white standard diffuse
reflectivity, while Fsamp(λ) and Fwh(λ) represents the spectrally resolved fluence rates
inside the IS when acquiring signals from the sample and white standard.
3.3.1.2 SINGLE BEAM SUBSTITUTION ERROR (SBSE)
The fluence rates Fsamp(λ) and Fwh(λ) depend on the radiant power and spectrum of the
internal light source, as well as the reflectivity of the IS walls and the reflectivity of the
material placed at the sample opening. When sample reflectivity Fsamp differs from
reflectivity of the white standard Fwh anywhere within the spectral range, F(λ) will be
affected by the substitution of white standard with the sample (see Figure 19). Due to
the sample becoming part of the sphere wall, the so-called single beam substitution
error (SBSE) occurs.
As can be seen from Equation (30), any significant difference between Fsamp(λ) and
Fwh(λ) will lead to deviation of the R’(λ) from the actual sample reflectance values
Rsamp(λ). [56–60].
In applications that require accurate values of Rsamp(λ) the SBSE needs to be corrected
if the error is significant. As published by Vidovič et al [61], the actual sample
reflectance, Rsamp(λ), from provisional DRS data R’(λ) can be computed as
Rsamp ( )  Rwh R( )

1  (1  F ) 
,
1  (1  F )   f Rwh 1  R( ) 

(31)

where ρ is the spectral reflectance, F presents combined fractional area of sample
openings (e.g. signal and reference ports, sample opening) and f is the fractional area
of the sample opening. For our IS, the obtained values are: F = 0.07 and f = 0.018. While
ρ within the visible spectral range is practically constant, ρ = Rwh = 0.991 ± 0.001 [61].
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The absorption coefficient for the subcutaneous adipose layer is taken from Simpson
et al. [24] (Figure 5).
The reduced scattering coefficient of the epidermis and dermis are described in
Chapter 4.1. The scattering properties of subcutaneous adipose tissue were adjusted
individually (Eq. (11)).
The refractive index was set to 1.45 for the epidermis, 1.37 for the dermis, and 1.34
for the subcutis [31].

3.5 NUMERICAL MODELING OF LIGHT-TISSUE INTERACTION
Light transport and energy deposition in skin during our measurement are simulated
using weighted-photon MCML, Ch. 2.6. More specifically, we apply the GPU-parallelized
version of the original multi-layer MC code, derived by Alerstam et al [63]. Each
simulation run involves launching 107 energy packets (‘’photons’’) when modeling the
light-tissue interaction of intact skin and 108 for modeling the tattooed skin. The socalled extended boundary condition was implemented at the sides of the volume of
interest [17].
By considering also thermal properties of the tissues (Table 1), the energy deposition
profiles obtained for irradiation at 532 nm are then converted into the predictions of
the temperature depth profiles induced by our pulsed laser, ΔT(z, t = 0), Eq.(26).
Table 1. Thermal properties of skin constituents used in our MC model of optical
transport in skin.
tissue

ρ [kg/m3]

cp [J/kgK]

epidermis

1120 [64]

3200 [64]

dermis

1090 [64]

3500 [65]

subcutis

916 [66]

3000 [66]

We use the same MCML model also to derive the DRS spectra for the same skin
structure and composition. In doing so, we take into account the finite sample opening
of our IS, which reduces the perceived sample reflectance at wavelengths longer than
~600 nm.

3.6 ASSESSMENT OF SKIN PROPERTIES BY INVERSE MONTE CARLO
(IMC)
The structure and composition of selected skin sites are assessed by matching the
acquired PPTR signals and DRS spectra with the respective predictions of our numerical
model of light-tissue interaction (Figure 20).
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The optimization problem is typically solved in 20-30 iteration steps, which takes around
1 hour on a personal computer (Intel i7 processor, 16 GB RAM) equipped with a NVidia
GTX 1080 (2560 cores) graphic card. In order to control the influence of numerical noise
inherent to the MC technique and increase the chance of finding the global minimum,
each analysis is repeated 5 times with randomized initial parameters.

Figure 21. Selected wavelengths for the fitting of DRS spectra compared to
oxyhemoglobin, deoxyhemoglobin, and eumelanin absorption spectra.
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Here, the amplitude a represents the value of µs’ at a wavelength λ = 500 nm, fRay
indicates the fraction of Rayleigh scattering relative to Mie contributions, and pMie is the
characteristic power of the latter. The parameter values, representing average
properties of human skin, are taken from Jacques [25]: a = 4.80 mm-1, fRay = 0.409, and
pMie = 0.702.
Figure 23 presents the PPTR signal and DRS spectrum acquired from the inner forearm
in a 28 years old woman (orange solid lines). The best-fitting predictions of our fourlayer skin model with scattering properties adopted from literature (Eq.(38)), resulting
from iterative optimization of its ten free parameters, are presented by dashed lines.
For both applied techniques, the match between the former and the latter is reasonably
good.

Figure 23. PPTR signal (a) and DRS spectrum (b) as measured in healthy volunteer (solid
orange lines), compared with the best-fitting model predictions when using skin
scattering properties from literature (dashed).
Table 2. The permitted ranges for fitted parameters of our four-layer model of skin with
scattering properties adopted from literature, and the results from analysis of a healthy
skin site in vivo. The results are presented as average values from five independent IMC
runs and the respective standard deviations. The last line shows the achieved value of
the residual norm (ε).
Parameter

Permitted range

epidermal thickness

depi [mm]

0.05–0.20

IMC result (Fig.
17)
0.085 ± 0.005

dermal thikcness

dder [mm]

0.70–4.00

0.79 ± 0.24

melanin content

m

[%]

0.1–15

1.4 ± 0.1

blood content in epidermal layer

bepi [%]

0–5.0

0.08 ± 0.04

blood content in papillary layer

bpap [%]

0.1–20

3.3 ± 0.1

blood content in reticular layer

bret [%]

0.1–20

0.5 ± 0.1

oxygenation in papillary layer

Spap [%]

10–100

47 ± 34

oxygenation in reticular layer

Sret [%]

10–100

30 ± 8

scattering amplitude in subcutis

A

0.1–2.0

0.9 ± 0.1

residual norm

ε

Parameter name

46.0 ± 1.5
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The corresponding parameters values are listed in Table 2 (right column). Most of the
values lie within anatomically and physiologically plausible ranges for human skin. E.g.
the assessed epidermal thickness matches rather well the spread of values reported for
inner forearm in women (depi = 0.074 ± 0.009 mm) [3]. In addition, the melanin volume
fraction is consistent with earlier reported values for fair Caucasian skin (m = 1.3 – 1.9%)
[69]. The indicated dermal blood contents (bpap and bret) also fall within the range of
values reported for healthy adults (0.2 – 7%) [27,70,71], while the epidermal blood
content is appropriately small (bepi = 0.1%). Finally, the adipose scattering amplitude (A
= 0.9) corresponds to the values µs’,sub (500 nm) = 2.9 mm-1 (see Eq. (11)), which falls
between values obtained by Salomatina et al. for two different samples of adipose
[28,29].
However, the oxygen saturation levels indicated for the dermal layers (especially Sret =
30 ± 8%) are suspiciously low. This deficiency, combined with the unsatisfying match
between the experimental data and model predictions, calls for improvement of our
model-based analysis.
In addition, the fitted parameters are not independent of each other and exhibit rather
strong correlations (Figure 24). Large black circle represents the positive while big white
circle the negative correlation between the parameters. E.g. the epidermal thickness is
strongly negatively correlated with blood content in papillary layer (bpap), melanin
content (m), oxygenation level in papillary layer (Spap), and strongly positively correlated
with dermal thickness (dder), adipose scattering (A), and blood content in epidermal
layer (bepi). These correlations adversely affect the precision of the fitting procedure.

Figure 24. Matrix of correlations between the healthy skin parameters of our four-layer
model of skin with scattering properties adopted from literature. The size of the circle
presents the absolute values of the correlation; negative correlations are presented
with white and positive with black circles.
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Moreover, the values of Spap and Sret (60% and 75%) now fall within the earlier reported
ranges of 65% ± 12% [72] and 73% ± 12% [73].
Table 3. The assessed model parameter values when assuming the same scattering
properties for epidermis and dermis (left column), and optimized separately for
epidermis and dermis (right column).
Scattering properties assessed for
entire skin

epidermis, dermis

depi [mm]

0.093 ± 0.001

0.085 ± 0.001

dder [mm]

0.70 ± 0.01

0.72 ± 0.01

m [%]

1.4 ± 0.1

1.4 ± 0.1

bepi [%]

0.04 ± 0.04

0.07 ± 0.04

bpap [%]

1.9 ± 0.1

2.5 ± 0.1

bret [%]

1.3 ± 0.1

1.4 ± 0.1

Spap [%]

60 ± 1

58 ± 3

Sret [%]
aepi [mm1
]ader [mm-

75 ± 3

75 ± 4

} 8.7 ± 0.2

1

]p
epi
pder

} 2.2 ± 0.1

11.7 ± 0.3
6.6 ± 0.2
1.6 ± 0.1
0.7 ± 0.2

A

1.1 ± 0.1

0.6 ± 0.1

ε

2.0 ± 0.1

1.7 ± 0.1

In addition, the correlations between fitted parameters, presented in Figure 27, are not
so strong in comparison with correlations between parameters obtained with our fourlayer model and scattering properties adopted from literature (Figure 24).

Figure 27. Matrix of correlations between the healthy skin parameters of our four-layer
skin model with individually optimized scattering properties.
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to the fact that they were assessed ex vivo and also to the fact that scattering properties
differ from person to person (Figure 30). Meanwhile, Altshuler et al. [78] obtained
realistic modeling result by assuming significantly higher amplitudes.

Figure 29. (a) Spectral dependence of the reduced scattering coefficient of epidermis
and dermis as assessed by our analysis (solid blue lines, right column in Table 3)
compared with the result corresponding to the effective behavior of entire skin
(dashed) and our initial assumption (Eq.(38), dotted). (b) Our result for dermis (solid
line) compared with data from refs [22,24,25,29,77,78].

Moreover, we compared the assessed reduced skin scattering for volunteers of
different age and gender (4 males and 3 females) (Figure 30). For volunteers’ TG and LZ,
the obtained values present reduced scattering coefficient of skin in the back, while for
others the signals were acquired from inner arm. Younger volunteers (24–31 years old)
are presented with blue lines while older volunteers (56–60 years old) are presented
with grey lines. The values of reduced scattering coefficient in older volunteers are
lower in comparison with younger volunteers. This can be correlated with the lower
amount of collagen and elastin fibers in aged skin.

Figure 30. Spectral dependence of the reduced scattering coefficient of dermis as
assessed by our analysis for volunteers of different ages and gender.

Figure 31 presents the matrix of correlations between the obtained skin parameter
values for our four-layer model with scattering properties optimized individually for
epidermis and dermis. There are several strong correlations, e.g., the scattering
amplitude in epidermis (aepi) is strongly (negatively) correlated with scattering power in
epidermis (pepi) and positively with blood content in papillary layer (bpap) and
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oxygenation in papillary layer (Spap). Nevertheless, the correlations are far lower in
comparison with those presented in Figure 27.

Figure 31. Matrix of correlations between the healthy skin parameters of our four-layer
model of skin with scattering properties optimized individually for epidermis and
dermis. The size of the circle presents the absolute values of the correlation; negative
correlations are presented with white and positive with black circles.

4.1.4 DISCUSSION
Some spectral properties assumed in our optical model (e.g., absorption in bloodless
skin, blood and subcutis) are not consistent in literature [22,25,76], so different
combinations of the above spectra could in principle be applied. The specific selection
made for this study (see Table 4) is based on a critical reviews of published reports,
combined with gradual development of the model over the past years (often by trialand-error) until good correlations with various experimental data were obtained.
Nevertheless, we have to be aware that different selection of spectra would provide
different parameter values. [76]
Table 4. Absorption and scattering properties selected for this study.
absorption
epidermis

Jacques [25]

papillary dermis

Jacques [25],

reticular dermis

Meinke [62]

subcutis

Simpson [24]

scattering
fitted
} fitted
Salomatina [18], Naglič [79]
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The epidermal thickness values obtained for our female volunteer (depi = 85 ± 1 μm,
Table 3) lie at high end of the distribution for the inner forearm in women (74 ± 9 μm)
assessed using optical coherence tomography [3].
The assessed dermal thickness can be compared with the reported values for the entire
skin thickness. In one recent study, the average value for inner forearm in women (age
20–29 years) was 1.03 ± 0.15 mm [80]. Our result for female subject (depi + dder = 0.81 ±
0.01 mm) is thus slightly below the expected range, but still very plausible. Moreover,
the skin thickness values obtained for our subject JR (1.19 ± 0.04 mm) and ML (1.29 ±
0.17 mm) match nicely the reported range for men (age 20 – 29 years), 1.22 ± 0.16 mm
[80].
Obviously, the assessment of depi and dder is not the main goal of my thesis. Many more
accurate techniques are available for this task, such as OCT, MPM, confocal microscopy,
photoacoustic, etc. Nevertheless, it is very important that our approach provides
reasonable and individually optimized estimate values, because they can significantly
affect the values of chromophore contents extracted from DRS [67,79].
The assessed dermal blood contents lie within the range of values reported earlier for
healthy adults (0.2–7%) [27,70,71]. More specifically, in all included subjects and time
points the blood contents in papillary layer assume higher values compared with
reticular layer. This is consistent with the existence of extensive capillary network in the
papillary dermis. A higher amount of blood content can also be expected in the deep
vascular plexus in the border between the reticular dermis and subcutis. Since our
analysis provides more accurate values of the parameters for superficial layers (due to
limited penetrating depth of our techniques) and the depth of deep vascular plexus is
~1 mm, the values for blood content in reticular layer may not be completely precise.
More specifically, the values may represent the blood content only for upper part of
reticular dermis.
The assessed oxygen saturation levels (60–75%) in skin may appear somewhat low in
comparison with values obtained from pulse oximetry, which measures arterial oxygen
saturation (Sa02). Healthy individuals at sea level usually exhibit arterial oxygen
saturation above 95%. Nevertheless, the value assessed in our analysis is tissue oxygen
saturation which cannot be compared directly with pulse oximetry (or any other)
measurement because it represents the average blood oxygen saturation in a mixture
of blood in arteries, capillaries, and veins [81,82]. The normal range of tissue oxygen
saturation reported in literature is 40–70% [82]. Moreover, the assessed values match
nicely earlier reported values for human forearm, 65 ± 12% [72] and 73 ± 12% [73].
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4.2 CORREGISTRATION WITH MULTI PHOTON MICROSCOPY (MPM)
In order to test the reliability and robustness of the presented methodology, we present
first a coregistration of the assessed epidermal thickness with multiphoton microscopy
(MPM), which provides vertical sectioning capability. By employing the contrast
between two-photon excited fluorescence (TPEF) from biomolecules residing primarily
in the epidermis and second-harmonic generation (SHG) in collagen fibers (present
exclusively in the dermis), the epidermal thickness can be easily assessed from the MPM
cross-sectional images and compared with values obtained from analysis of the same
test sites based on combined PPTR and DRS.
Corregistration using the four-layer was published by Verdel et al [83]. In here, we
present the analysis of the same experimental data using our four-layer model with
scattering properties fitted independently for epidermis and dermis, which was
developed after the paper was published.

4.2.1 MULTIPHOTON MICROSCOPY (MPM)
A MPM system (MTPflex by JenLab, Jena, Germany) [84,85] was approved for clinical
research by the Institutional Review Board at University of California at Irvine, U.S.A.
The instrument employs laser-scanning microscopy with optical contrast derived from
TPEF of tissue components such as the cellular cofactors reduced nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide (NADH) and Flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD+), keratin, melanin, and
elastin, as opposed to SHG, which occurs almost exclusively in dermal collagen fibers.
We used the vertical scanning (x-z) operation mode, which provides cross-sectional
images of the top part ok skin in vivo.
A typical image of this kind (a.k.a. b-scan) with 1024 pixels x 1024 pixels is acquired in
~30 s. Four images per test site, each translated relative to the previous one by a small
distance in the direction perpendicular to the imaging plane, were acquired and saved
for subsequent analysis.

4.2.2 RESULTS
PPTR signals and DRS spectra were acquired from the inner forearm and outer upper
arm in a 54 years old male volunteer (BM). Figure 32 presents the PPTR signals (a) and
DRS spectrum (b) as measured on the upper arm.
The assessed skin parameter values for both test sites are presented in Table 5. All
values lie within the anatomically and physiologically plausible ranges, as already
discussed in Ch. 4.1.3.
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Figure 32. PPTR (a) and DRS (a) as measured in the upper arm of volunteer BM.

Both epidermal thickness values (depi) lie between the minimal and maximal values as
determined using the gold-standard cryohistology technique (30 and 175 μm,
respectively, for the forearm) [86]. However, they are somewhat larger than the mean
epidermal thickness values as assessed more recently for the same anatomical site using
the same technique (<depi> = 75 ± 13 μm) [87]. Practically the same result (<depi> = 72 ±
10 μm for the forearm in 20-40 years old volunteers) was reported also in a systematic
study using high-performance optical coherence tomography (OCT). [3]
Table 5. Assessed values from IMC analysis.
forearm

upper arm

depi [mm]

0.09

0.10 ± 0.01

dder [mm]

0.72 ± 0.01

0.60 ± 0.03

m [%]

1.4 ± 0.1

1.4 ± 0.1

bepi [%]

0.1

0.2 ± 0.1

bpap [%]

2.5 ± 0.1

2.3 ± 0.2

bret [%]

1.4 ± 0.1

1.7 ± 0.1

Spap [%]

58 ± 3

60 ± 3

Sret [%]
aepi [mm1
]ader [mm-

75 ± 4

97 ± 2

11.7 ± 0.3

12.4 ± 0.3

6.6 ± 0.2

4.2 ± 0.9

]p
epi

1.6 ± 0.1

1.4 ± 0.1

pder

0.7 ± 0.2

0.5 ± 0.2

A

0.6 ± 0.1

1.4 ± 0.2

1

In order to interpret the difference between our result (depi) and mean epidermal
thickness values from literature, quoted above, it is essential to realize that the latter
were determined from measurements of the epidermal thickness in just five predefined
locations within each cross-sectional image. Due to the strongly undulating nature of
the epidermal-dermal junction and relative sparsity of the epidermal projections into
papillary dermis (rete ridges), this makes it easy to miss the big picture of the epidermal
anatomy. As a matter of fact, a closer inspection of the histology example presented by
Gamblicher et al [3] reveals that the maximal epidermal thickness in the presented field
of view is around 0.10 mm, while the mean epidermal thickness was assessed as 72 μm.
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In the presented images, we have accounted for the difference between the refractive
indices of imaged skin and immersion medium, in which the MPM objective is moving
to perform axial scanning (Immersol 518 F, by Carl Zeiss Inc.; nimm = 1.52). In order to
enable undistorted representation of the epidermal structure (keratinocytes and
melanocytes) and more accurate assessment of the epidermal thickness, the vertical
scale was thus shrunk with respect to preprocessed images, according to the ratio
nepi/nimm = 0.96.
By analyzing all acquired MPM images, we can estimate the maximal epidermal
thickness in the forearm is ~0.10 mm (rete ridges, marked with arrows, Figure 33 top).
This is in good agreement with our values of depi for forearm (Table 6, left column) and
so provide support for our dual-modality analysis.
The maximal epidermal thickness for upper arm obtained from MPM images is
approximately 0.08 mm (Figure 33, bottom left) and ~0.05 mm (Figure 33, bottom
right). These values are slightly lower in comparison with our values for depi (Table 6,
right column). However, due to small FOV the rete ridges in Figure 33 (bottom) might
be missed.
The presented comparison supports our expectation that the analysis based on PPTR
and DRS reports epidermal thickness values that are closer to the maximal depth in a
given anatomical location, rather than the somewhat artificially defined mean
epidermal thickness, which is currently more common in the literature.

4.2.3 DISCUSSION
The presented coregistration example, involving cross-sectional imaging using the MPM
system, has provided us with first objective (albeit only partial) support for the
innovative dual-modality analysis of skin structure and composition based on combined
PPTR and DRS.
In addition, the same comparison has provided a unique insight in terms of
interpretation of the assessed depi values as near-maximal (rather than mean) epidermal
thickness values.
Admittedly, the MPM might not be the optimal approach for determination of the
maximal epidermal thickness. In addition, to the strong reduction of the SHG and TPEF
signal with depth, an important limitation is its narrow field of view (typically around
0.2 mm in the x direction), which makes it likely to miss the relatively sparse rete ridges.
This could lead to incomplete understanding of the epidermal architecture and
underestimation of the maximal epidermal thickness.
The above limitation is further augmented by the shallow depth of field (in the y
direction), which is, on the other hand, imperative for sharp high-resolution crosssectional imaging, which is of course the main purpose and advantage of this
instrument.
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4.3 OBSTRUCTION OF PERIPHERAL BLOOD CIRCULATION
The second test of our methodology involves temporary obstruction of peripheral blood
circulation using a pressurized cuff. PPTR and DRS signals were acquired after
application of a blood-pressure cuff inflated to 80, 100, and 120 mm Hg for a period of
3 minutes in one female volunteer (NV, 28 years old). This should result in a gradual
transition from partial (venous - 80, 100 mm Hg) to total occlusion of the peripheral
blood flow (120 mm Hg).
In addition, the test was performed in two male volunteers (ML and JR, 27 years old)
with blood-pressure cuff inflated to 100 mm Hg [68]. PPTR and DRS signals were
acquired from the dorsal side of the forearm. In all subjects, the stated cuff pressure
100 mm Hg (and 80 mm Hg for NV) fell between their respective diastolic blood pressure
values, while 120 mm Hg in subject NV was above the diastolic value.
The data obtained during venous occlusion (80, 100 m Hg) feature a significant increase
of the PPTR signal amplitude and reduced values of diffuse reflectance across the
included spectral range (see Figure 34). This is consistent with the fact that blood
content in skin is increased during the venous occlusion, which leads to enhanced
absorption of incident light. In addition, the double peak characteristic for
oxyhemoglobin, which is prominent in intact skin (at 541 and 577 nm, orange line in
Figure 34), is gradually transforming into a single absorption band (at 555 nm; indicative
for deoxyhemoglobin) with the pressure increasing from 80 to 120 mm Hg (blue line in
Figure 34 a,b).
In Figure 35, we compare the PPTR signals and DRS spectra as obtained before (orange
lines) and during the pressure-cuff test at 100 mm Hg (pink) with the corresponding
best-fitting model prediction (dashed lines, blue) in volunteer NV. The match is very
satisfactory, especially for the PPTR signals Figure 35(a)).
The skin model parameters extracted from all data sets for NV are presented in Table
6. Of most relevance in this test is evidently the substantial rise of the dermal blood
contents (bpap and bret) upon the application of the pressure cuff (Figure 36). This effect
is especially prominent at the cuff pressures of 80 and 100 mm Hg, which obstruct the
blood flow thorough the veins but not also through arteries, thus leading to a
pronounced blood containment in the dermis. Moreover, the relative increase of the
blood content is much higher in the papillary dermis compared to the reticular layer, in
agreement with an earlier report by Douven and Lucassen [6].
The same effect is evidenced also by the remarkable decrease of blood oxygenation in
the papillary layer, which drops from 58% in intact skin to ~18%, as well as in the
reticular dermis (from 81% to ~27%) at the cuff pressure of 100 mm Hg (see Figure 36).
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Figure 34. PPTR signals and DRS spectra as measured in intact human skin (orange lines)
and upon of the peripheral blood flow occlusion by a pressure cuff inflated to 80 (red),
100 (pink), and 120 mm Hg (blue) in three volunteers: NV (a,b), ML (c,d), and JR (e,f).

At the cuff pressure of 120 mm Hg, in contrast, both venous and arterial blood flow are
expected to be completely obstructed, based on the volunteer’s blood pressure
readings of 110/70 mm Hg. Consequently, the increase in dermal blood contents
relative to intact skin is smaller than that seen upon venous occlusion, discussed just
above (Figure 34 (a,b) and Figure 37 (a)) .
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Figure 35. PPTR signals (a) and DRS spectra (b) as measured in intact human skin
(orange lines) and upon partial (venous) occlusion of the blood flow induced by the
pressure cuff inflated to 100 mm Hg (pink) in NV. The best fitting model predictions are
presented by dashed lines (blue).
Table 6. Skin model parameters assessed from the blood-pressure cuff test performed
in subject NV (Figure 34 (a,b)).
intact skin

80 mm Hg

100 mm Hg

120 mm Hg

0.10 ± 0.02
0.50

0.14 ± 0.02
0.50

0.11 ± 0.01
0.50

0.10 ± 0.01
0.60

[%]

1.2 ± 0.1

1.1 ± 0.1

1.3 ± 0.1

1.2 ± 0.1

bepi [%]

0.8 ± 0.3

0.8 ± 0.2

0.9 ± 0.2

0.6 ± 0.2

bpap [%]

4.5 ± 0.7

18.3 ± 2.2

16.3 ± 1.6

6.0 ± 0.2

bret [%]

1.9 ± 0.4

1.4 ± 0.5

1.4 ± 0.3

2.0 ± 0.2

Spap [%]

58 ± 10

11 ± 3

18 ± 5

10 ± 2

Sret [%]

81 ± 15

27 ± 13

39 ± 25

aepi [mm-1]

16.3 ± 0.6

10.5 ± 1.0

12.6 ± 0.6

12.9 ± 0.2

-1

ader [mm ]

4.7 ± 1.8

18.4 ± 2.8

13.9 ± 7.3

17.0 ± 4.4

pepi

0.8 ± 0.1

1.7 ± 0.1

1.7 ± 0.2

1.6 ± 0.2

pder

1.4 ± 0.1

1.3 ± 0.3

1.3 ± 0.2

1.4 ± 0.2

A

1.4 ± 0.1

1.3 ± 0.3

1.3 ± 0.2

1.4 ± 0.2

depi [mm]
dder [mm]
m

9 ±5

It is also important to note that, although the experimental data obtained from the
intact and partially occluded skin were analyzed independently, the resulting values for
depi, depi, and m are the same within the respective error margins, except perhaps the
epidermal thickness for 80 mm Hg. This demonstrates the robustness of our inverse
analysis, since the related skin properties are indeed not expected to change during the
pressure-cuff test [1,88].
Finally, Figure 37 illustrates scattering amplitudes ader, which represent the respective
values of μ’s(λ) at λ = 500 nm, Eq. (39). Upon occlusion the values exhibit a considerable
rise, which can be linked directly to the increased presence of strongly scattering blood
cells in the papillary dermis, Figure 36a.
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Figure 36. Blood contents and oxygenation levels before and during temporary
obstruction of blood circulation in volunteers NV (a,b), ML (c,d), JR (e,f).

Figure 37. Reduced scattering coefficient of the dermis at λ = 500 nm before (orange)
and during a temporary obstruction of blood circulation in subject NV: 80 mm (red), 100
mm (pink), and 120 mm Hg (blue).
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4.4 SUN TANNING
4.4.1 RECENTLY SUN-TANNED SKIN
The second test of our methodology involves a comparison between two nearby skin
sites on the upper arm of subject NV (28 years old) [68]. One site was recently suntanned by extensive sun exposure during a two-week long vacation, while the other was
protected by a short sleeve (Figure 38(a)).
Just as anticipated, the assessed skin properties indicate a pronounced difference in the
melanin contents between the recently sun-tanned and nearby untanned skin site (m =
3.7% vs. 2.0 %, Figure 38(b)). In addition, the dermal scattering amplitude (ader) is
significantly higher in tanned skin (Figure 38(c)). This could be attributed to increased
number of scattering blood cells due to increased skin vascularization. Studies in
humans and in the hairless mouse models have demonstrated that chronic and acute
UVB irradiation greatly increases skin vascularization [89–91]. Meanwhile, the two
epidermal scattering amplitudes are equal within the experimental error.

Figure 38. Photograph of the acutely tanned and comparatively untanned skin on the
upper arm of subject NV (a). Comparison of the melanin contents (b) and reduced
scattering coefficients at λ = 500 nm (c) as assessed from measurements in two nearby
sites on either site of the tan line.

The associated analysis of the blood status is presented in Figure 39. The most evident
difference between the two test sites is indeed the increased blood content in the
papillary dermis of the acutely tanned skin compared to the untanned skin site (Figure
39(a)). The same trend, albeit not significant, is indicated also in the underlying reticular
layer. This observation matches nicely earlier reports mentioned above [89–91].
Our results also indicate a small decrease of the oxygen saturation levels (Figure 39(b)),
although this may not be significant in view of the uncertainties in the related
parameter values. These are large especially in the tanned skin site with more
pronounced absorption and scattering of the probing light. Such a trend would be
consistent with enhanced oxygen consumption by the cells in the epidermis and upper
dermis, recovering from (or actively repairing) the damage caused by extensive UV
exposure.
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Figure 39. Blood contents (a) and oxygen saturation levels (b) of the model skin layers,
representative of an untanned (orange) and tanned (brown) site on the upper arm of
subject NV.

4.4.2 SEASONAL SUN TANNING
Our third test involves longitudinal monitoring of seasonal changes in human skin. PPTR
and DRS data were acquired from the same test spot on the inner forearm of a healthy
subject (NV, 28 years old) at 5 time points, between late May and mid- November.
Figure 40(a) shows the obtained variations of the melanin content. A pronounced
increase is evident at the end of the summer (September 6; day 249 of the year),
followed by a significant decline in the fall. Meanwhile, the epidermal thickness values
remain essentially constant through the measurement window (Figure 40(b)).
The corresponding blood contents in reticular dermis are also quite constant through
the season, bret = 0.7 – 1.2% (Figure 41(a), closed triangles), while the papillary values
fluctuate quite a bit between individual measurement sessions. Nevertheless, the latter
are systematically higher than former, in agreement with anatomy of human skin (Ch.
2.1). The fluctuations of blood content in papillary layer can be caused by environmental
factors (e.g. heat or cold), caffeine consumption etc. For instance, the rise of the
ambient temperature leads to vasodilation, which means that more blood is returned
through the superficial venous plexuses [92].

Figure 40. Seasonal changes of the melanin content show a pronounced increase over
the summer months (a), while the epidermal thickness stays practically constant (b)
(error bars are smaller than the measurement points).
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Figure 41. Variations of the blood contents (a) and oxygen saturation levels in the
papillary (dark red) and reticular dermis (red) (b), as indicated by our analysis of DRS
spectra and PPTR signals acquired from inner side of the forearm in a healthy volunteer
(NV).

Similarly, the oxygen saturation values (Figure 41(b)), while varying a little between
different time points, always assume significantly lower values in the papillary dermis
(Spap = 54 – 81%) than in the underlying reticular layer (78 – 100%). Oxygen saturation
of dermal blood is known to exhibit such fluctuations [54], e.g. due to uncontrolled
physiological processes such as thermoregulation.
The highest oxygen saturation values indicated on Day 249 coincide with the peak of
the melanin content in Figure 40(a), although we don’t have a definitive explanation for
such correlation. Stamatas and Kollias reported a dramatic increase of the
oxyhemoglobin content on Day 1 after UV exposure (by ~100%), which was not
accompanied by a matching increase of deoxyhemoglobin and subsided by Day 7 post
irradiation [88]. However, the dermal blood contents (Figure 41(a)) don’t show any
evident increase at the same time point. We tentatively attribute this difference from
the previous result (for acutely tanned skin, Figure 40a) to the fact that this test involves
gradual accumulation of sun exposure over the summer season. Consequently, the
associated blood pooling may have been less pronounced and/or has largely subsided
before the measurement session on Day 249.
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5 CHARACTERIZATION OF TATTOOS IN HUMAN SKIN
The introduction of the concept of selective photothermolysis by Anderson and Parris
in 1983 [93] made it possible to conceive laser removal of tattoos without damaging the
surrounding skin. Nowadays, this approach is the most used method for tattoo removal.
The basic mechanism of laser tattoo removal is irradiation of tattoos with selectively
absorbed light. Short laser pulses are absorbed in tattoo particles which are
inhomogenously heated. Consequently, tattoo particles are broken into smaller pieces
by accumulation of mechanical stress. Meanwhile, active cooling protects the epidermis
from nonselective thermal injury [94]. After the treatment, macrophages engulf the
particle debris and the tattoo is gradually removed [95–97].
However, laser removal treatment can occasionally cause adverse side effects and
complications such as hypo or hyperpigmentation, scarring or infection – or just
ineffective removal or darkening of the tattoo. To overcome these complications, new
treatment protocols are continuously developed in order to increase the efficacy and
reduce complications of laser procedure. Moreover, planning of the tattoo removal
treatment is difficult due to subjective visual assessment of therapy progress. A practical
means for objective, quantitative evaluation of the therapeutic efficacy of laser tattoo
removal is therefore needed [43].
In this chapter, we explore the potential of the approach described in Ch. 3 for
quantitative characterization of black tattoos in human skin, and objective monitoring
of the effectiveness of the laser tattoo removal treatment.
The study involved two healthy volunteers with suitable tattoos, who also wished to
have them removed by laser treatment: a 31 years old female (TG) and a 31 years old
male (LZ), both with fair skin (Fitzpatrick type II).
Measurement protocol for selected test sites (non-tattooed and tattooed skin) was the
same as described in Ch. 3.1.

5.1 OPTICAL MODEL
For non-tattooed skin we apply the four-layer model of human skin as described in Ch.
4.1.3 (see Figure 42a).Tattooed human skin is modeled by three optically homogenous
layers, representing the epidermis, papillary dermis without ink, and reticular dermis
with tattoo ink (i.e. the tattoo layer, Figure 42b). The absorption coefficients of
epidermis and papillary dermis are calculated as in non-tattooed skin (Ch. 0) while in
reticular dermis a contribution of ink is added.
Absorption coefficient of black ink was estimated using two techniques (Figure 43): UVVIS spectroscopy and spatially resolved reflectance (SRR) by artificial neural networks
as described in [98]. The SRR method was validated on suspensions comprising 1 μm
polystyrene microspheres.
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higher blood content is connected with higher scattering coefficient which, could
explain this deviation.
Table 8. The assessed model parameter values for non-tattooed skin before the 1st (left
column) and 2nd (right column) treatment for subject TG. The indicated error margins
are standard deviations from 5 IMC runs.
19.12.2019
0.120 ± 0.006

12.2.2020
0.126 ± 0.001

0.55 ± 0.11

0.51 ± 0.01

1.4

1.1

bepi [%]

0.2 ± 0.1

0.1

bpap [%]

2.0 ± 0.3

1.3 ± 0.2

bret [%]

1.2 ± 0.1

1.0 ± 0.1

Spap [%]

40 ± 8

33 ± 4

depi [mm]
dder [mm]
m

[%]

95 ± 5

99 ± 1

-1

13.0 ± 0.7

12.6 ± 0.5

-1

ader [mm ]

6.0 ± 0.7

4.8 ± 0.6

pepi

1.1 ± 0.2

0.8 ± 0.1

pder

0.7 ± 0.2

0.4 ± 0.1

A

1.5 ± 0.2

1.8 ± 0.1

Sret [%]
aepi [mm ]

5.2.2 CHARACTERIZATION OF TATTOOED SKIN
Figure 46 presents PPTR signals (a) and DRS spectra (b) as measured in non-tattooed
skin (orange line) and tattooed skin before any treatment. The measured untreated
tattoo site before treatment was the same site as marked in Figure 44b (violet circle).
The PPTR signals of non-tattooed and tattooed skin before treatment increase abruptly
after pulsed irradiation. In non-tattooed skin the signal decreases monotonically,
indicating that the absorption is strongest close to the skin surface (in epidermal
melanin). In the tattooed skin (green line), in contrast, the signal increases further until
~ 0.2 s and then slowly decreases, indicating the presence of an absorbing structure
(i.e., tattoo ink) deeper inside the skin.
The corresponding DRS spectra are presented in Figure 46b. DRS spectrum obtained in
tattoo site before treatment leads to a considerable reduction of diffuse reflectance
across the whole spectral range. Characteristic spectral features, evident in nontattooed skin (e.g., absorption peaks of oxyhemoglobin at 541 and 577 nm) are hardly
seen in DRS of tattooed skin.
8 weeks after the 1st treatment and 20 weeks after the 2nd treatment, the measurement
of one spot treated with nanosecond laser (pink circle) and one spot treated with
picosecond laser (violet circle) were performed (Figure 44b,c). We can see that 8 weeks
after treatment, black part of the tattoo looks slightly faded (compare with Figure 44a)
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while 20 weeks after second treatment the tattoo was visibly faded (Figure 44c). It can
be also seen that left side of the tattoo, treated with nanosecond pulses, is lighter in
comparison with the right side.

Figure 46. (a) PPTR signals and (b) DRS spectra of non-tattooed skin site (orange) and
tattooed skin (blue) in subject TG.

Figure 47 presents the PPTR signals (a,b) acquired 8 weeks after 1st treatment and 20
weeks after 2nd treatment, and the corresponding laser-induced temperature depthprofiles as reconstructed from the same signals using a custom algorithm developed
earlier (c,d). Details of the profile reconstruction process can be found elsewhere [46].
The PPTR signals of tattoo site before treatment and tattoo sites 8 weeks after the 1st
treatment increases until ~ 0.2 s and then slowly decreases, indicating the presence of
an absorbing structure (tattoo ink) deeper inside the skin. In contrast, the PPTR signals
after second treatment increase abruptly after laser irradiation and start to decrease,
which shows a weaker absorbing structure in deeper layers.
The initial peaks in Figure 47(c,d) correspond to the absorption in epidermal melanin,
while the temperature rise in deeper layers is mainly due to the absorption in tattoo
ink. The epidermal thickness, indicated by the width of the first peak is approximately
the same in all examples.
Temperature rises in the deeper layers (at ~200 µm), evident in the profiles
reconstructed from the PPTR signals in tattoo site before treatment and tattoo sites
after the 1st treatment are approximately the same. Meanwhile, 20 weeks after the 2 nd
treatment we can observe a reduction of amplitude in the reconstructed temperature
profiles. In addition, the peak is now deeper. The same trends were observed in a
previous report from Milanič et al [99].
Figure 48 presents DRS spectra acquired before, eight weeks after the 1st treatment,
and 20 weeks after the 2nd treatment with nanosecond pulses, and picosecond pulses
(Figure 48 a and b, respectively). The DRS spectra acquired after the 2nd treatment (pink
and cyan lines) feature significantly higher diffuse reflectance values across the entire
spectrum compared to DRS spectra after 1st treatment (violet and green lines) and
tattoo site before treatment (blue line). This is consistent with fading of the tattoo,
noticeable in Figure 44b,c.
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Figure 47. (a,b) PPTR signals and (c,d) laser-induced temperature profiles reconstructed
from PPTR signals in tattoo site before treatment (blue), tattoo sites 8 weeks after one
treatment with nanosecond pulses (violet), and picosecond pulses (green) and 20 weeks
after two treatments with nanosecond pulses (pink) and picosecond pulses (cyan) in
subject TG.

Figure 48. (a) DRS spectra as measured in tattoo site before treatment (blue) in tattoo
site 8 weeks (violet) and 20 weeks (pink) after treatment with nanosecond pulses and
(b) picosecond pulses (green, cyan) in our subject TG.

Figure 49 presents the PPTR signals and DRS spectra acquired from the tattoo site
before treatment (a,b), treated tattoo site with nanosecond laser (c,d), and picosecond
laser (e,f) after 1st treatment. The overall match between the measured data and best
fitting predictions of our IMC model (dashed lines) is quite good. The small overshoot
of the model-predicted diffuse reflectance values at λ = 475–520 nm can be attributed
to presence of skin chromophores such as beta-carotene, lycopene, and/or bilirubin, as
seen also in our analyses of healthy skin sites.
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Figure 49. (a,b) PPTR signals and DRS spectra from the tattoo site before treatment, and
(c,d) sites treated with nanosecond pulses and (e,f) picosecond pulses. The dashed lines
are best fitting predictions from our 3-layer model of the tattoo.

The permitted ranges of our three-layer tattoo model are listed in Table 9, while the
corresponding parameter values are listed in Table 10.
All assessed values lie within anatomically and physiologically plausible ranges. A
reduction of the tattoo ink is indicated eight weeks after the 1 st treatment, which can
be also observed in the photograph (Figure 44b). Moreover, after 2nd treatment the
reduction is even more prominent which can be observed in photograph and Figure 51.
The depth of the tattoo (depi + dpap) is higher after 2nd treatment (see Figure 51b). During
laser tattoo removal procedure, the top layers of tattoo ink which are reached by laser
light are removed first. Consequently, the tattoo is deeper after every treatment
session. In Figure 50 the histology of human skin with black tattoo ink is presented. The
distribution of the tattoo ink is highly inhomogeneous. The top part of tattoo is
noticeable on depth ~200 μm, while low part reaches ~1 mm.
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The scattering properties of all layers are the same within the margins of error. We can
also observe the seasonal changes of the melanin content. In December the obtained
melanin content was 1.5% and drops to 1.4 (left part of the tattoo) and 1.3% (right part
of the tattoo) in February.

Figure 50. The histology of human skin with a black tattoo (provided by Fotona, d.o.o).

Figure 52 presents the correlations matrix between the parameters in tattooed skin.
Large black circle represents the positive while large white circles the negative
correlation between the parameters. The scattering amplitude in epidermis (aepi) is
strongly (negatively) correlated with the scattering power in epidermis and scattering
amplitude in papillary layer, and not so strongly (positively) with scattering amplitude
in tattoo layer. These correlations show that individual scattering properties may not
be assessed precisely.

Figure 51. (a) The amount of tattoo ink and (b) depth of the tattoo ink before 1st
treatment (magenta), after 1st treatment (pink), and after 2nd treatment (light magenta).
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Table 9. The permitted ranges for fitted parameters of our three-layer model of
tattooed skin.
Parameter

Permitted range

depi [mm]
dpap [mm]
m

0.05–0.20
0.70–4.00

[%]

0.1–15

bepi [%]

0–2.0

b

[%]

0.1–20

S

[%]

10–100

ink [%]

0.1–20

aepi [mm-1]

1–30

-1

1–20

-1

atat [mm ]

1–30

pepi

0–4.0

ppap

0–4.0

ptat

0–4.0

apap [mm ]

Figure 52. Correlation matrix of the obtained parameters in tattooed skin. The size of
the circle presents the absolute values of the correlation; negative correlations are
presented with white and positive with blue circles.
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Table 10. The assessed model parameter values before treatment (first column), for treated tattoo site with nanosecond pulses (middle columns),
and picosecond pulses (right columns). The indicated error margin estimates are standard deviations from 5 IMC runs.
before treatment
depi + dpap [mm]
m [%]

19. 12. 2019
0.17 ± 0.01

nanosecond laser
12. 02. 2020
0.16 ± 0.01

picosecond laser

01. 07. 2020
0.21 ± 0.01

12. 02. 2020
0.15 ± 0.01

01. 07. 2020
0.24 ± 0.01

1.5 ± 0.1

1.4 ± 0.1

1.2

1.3 ± 0.1

1.2

bepi [%]

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

b

[%]

3.5

3.2 ± 0.2

2.4 ± 0.2

2.2 ± 0.2

2.1 ± 0.1

S

[%]

73 ± 3

61 ± 2

73 ± 3

53 ± 4

72 ± 2

ink [%]

12 ± 3

9 ±1

4 ±1

8 ±1

5

aepi [mm-1]

6.9 ± 0.1

7.6 ± 0.6

10.6 ± 0.8

6.8 ± 0.2

7.5 ± 0.4

apap [mm-1]

3.5 ± 0.1

3.6 ± 0.4

3.1 ± 0.6

3.4 ± 0.2

2.3 ± 0.1

atat [mm-1]

6.6 ± 0.5

8.3 ± 2.2

5.5 ± 1.6

6.3 ± 1.2

5.3 ± 1.0

pepi

2.3 ± 0.2

1.9 ± 0.1

1.2 ± 0.2

1.8 ± 0.1

1.8 ± 0.1

ppap

2.0 ± 0.2

1.6 ± 0.3

0.3 ± 0.1

2.4 ± 0.1

1.7 ± 0.2

ptat

0.6 ± 0.1

0.7 ± 0.1

0.4 ± 0.2

0.7 ± 0.1

0.6

5.3 SUBJECT LZ (MALE, 31 YEARS OLD)
Our second volunteer was a 31 years old male with a large black tattoo on his back
(Figure 53). A Q-switched Nd:YAG (λ = 1062nm) laser with 5 ns pulses (StarWalker®,
MaQX, Fotona d.o.o., Ljubljana) was used for tattoo removal treatment. Four different
areas in a laterally uniform black tattoo were treated, each with a different radiant
exposure. The size of each treated area was approximately 2.7 x 3.6 cm 2, and the
applied radiant exposures were 1.5, 3.0, 4.5, and 6.0 J/cm2. Two treatments and three
measurements were performed (see Table 11).
Table 11. Dates of measurements and treatments for volunteer LZ.
Date

13. 11. 2019

11. 12. 2019

23. 01. 2020

-

4 weeks

6 weeks

Measurement

1st

2nd

3rd

Treatment

1st

2nd

-

Delay since last treatment

Figure 53. Black tattoo on volunteer’s back (LZ).

5.3.1 CHARACTERIZATION OF NON-TATTOOED SKIN
Figure 54 presents the PPTR signal and DRS spectrum acquired from a non-tattooed skin
site in volunteer LZ before the first treatment. The match between the measured data
and predictions of our IMC model is, again, very good.
The skin parameter values obtained from measurements performed before 1 st
treatment (November 2019), and before 2nd treatment (December 2019) are listed in
Table 12. Almost all parameter values are the same or within the indicated margins of
error for both measurements. This, again, demonstrates the robustness of our analysis,
since we expect that most parameters remain the same. The two deviations are the
values for dermal thickness (dder) and scattering power in dermal layer (pder), which are
not within the margins of error for both analyses but are expected not to change.
However, dermal thickness is not important parameter for characterization of tattooed
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skin since the dermal layer is semi-infinite in our optical model of tattooed skin. The
only remaining concern is scattering power in dermal layer which is hard to determine.

Figure 54. PPTR signal (a) and DRS spectrum (b) as measured in non-tattooed skin
(orange lines), compared with best-fitting model predictions in our volunteer LZ.

The skin parameter values obtained from measurements performed before 1 st
treatment (November 2019), and before 2nd treatment (December 2019) are listed in
Table 12. Almost all parameter values are the same or within the indicated margins of
error for both measurements. This, again, demonstrates the robustness of our analysis,
since we expect that most parameters remain the same. The two deviations are the
values for dermal thickness (dder) and scattering power in dermal layer (pder), which are
not within the margins of error for both analyses but are expected not to change.
However, dermal thickness is not important parameter for characterization of tattooed
skin since the dermal layer is semi-infinite in our optical model of tattooed skin. The
only remaining concern is scattering power in dermal layer which is hard to determine.
Table 12. The assessed model parameter values for non-tattooed skin before the 1st
(left column) and before 2nd treatment (right).
1st measurement
13. 11. 2019
0.097 ± 0.003

depi [mm]
dder [mm]

2nd measurement
11. 12. 2019
0.097 ± 0.004

1.02 ± 0.03

0.65 ± 0.02

2.8

2.7

bepi [%]

0.17 ± 0.18

0.02 ± 0.02

bpap [%]

2.0 ± 0.2

3.1 ± 0.1

bret [%]

0.9 ± 0.1

1.0 ± 0.1

Spap [%]

66 ± 7

68 ± 5

Sret [%]

87 ± 7

77 ± 5

aepi [mm-1]

10.0 ± 0.1

9.7 ± 0.1

-1

ader [mm ]

5.5 ± 0.4

5.8 ± 0.2

pepi

2.3 ± 0.1

2.3 ± 0.1

pder

0.1 ± 0.1

0.6 ± 0.1

1.9

1.8 ± 0.1

m

A

[%]
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the width of the first peak is approximately the same in all areas after the 1st treatment.
After the 2nd treatment, areas treated with 4.5 and 6.0 J/cm2 shows thinner epidermis
(red and pink line in Figure 56d).
In Figure 56c the lowest temperature rises (~2K) in deeper layers (at > 150 μm) are
indicated for the untreated tattoo site and sites treated with the lower radiant
exposures (1.5 and 3.0 J/cm2), while significantly higher temperature rises (~3.2K) are
evident in tattoo sites treated with highest radiant exposures (4.5 and 6.0 J/cm2).
Exactly the same effect is evident after second treatment, Figure 56d. If the tattoo
pigment was removed by laser treatment, we would expect to see a reduction of
amplitude in reconstructed temperature profiles. Although we can observe slight fading
of the tattoo in the photographs, the reduction of the amplitude is not present. Changed
scattering properties in sites treated with higher radiant exposures could be one of
possible explanations for this unexpected raise of temperature in deeper layers for sites
treated with higher radiant exposures. However, the obtained values for scattering
properties in Table 16 are not in agreement with this hypothesis. Another possible
reason for higher temperature rise on sites treated with higher radiant exposures could
be lower amount of melanin (Table 16) and consequently higher local fluence.
However, the number of laser removal treatment sessions is known to be much more
than one. In the literature the average number of needed tattoo removal treatments is
7-10 [100]. The amount of treatments depends on the size of the tattoo, the color and
location of the tattoo, what type of ink was used, patients skin color etc.

Figure 56. PPTR signals after the first (a) and after second treatment (b), and laserinduced temperature profiles reconstructed from PPTR signals after first (c) and after
second (d) treatment.
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scatterers (i.e. melanosomes) in the epidermis and, consequently, a higher scattering
amplitude.

Figure 59. Melanin content (black) and scattering amplitude in epidermis (blue) as
obtained from three different measurements (in November, December and January).

The only remaining concern are scattering properties of the papillary layer, apap. The
small deviations of scattering amplitude and scattering power in papillary layer between
different measurement could be due to the small thickness of the papillary layer, which
leads to lack of information. However, all of the most important parameters for our
study (the depth tattoo, amount of tattoo ink, and scattering properties of the tattoo
layer) are the same or within the respective margins of error, which shows the
robustness of our analysis.
Table 13. The assessed model parameter values for untreated tattoo site from 3
independent measurements (November 2019 – first column, December 2019 – second
column, and January 2020 – third column). The indicated error margin estimates are
standard deviations from 5 IMC runs.

depi + dpap [mm]
m [%]

1st measurement
13. 11. 2019
0.28 ± 0.02

2nd measurement
11. 12. 2019
0.27 ± 0.01

3rd measurement
23. 01. 2020
0.29 ± 0.01

3.8

2.8

2.2

bepi [%]

0.2 ± 0.1

0.2 ± 0.1

0.2

b

[%]

3.5 ± 0.1

3.5 ± 0.2

3.5

S

[%]

91 ± 6

80 ± 18

84 ± 9

ink [%]

21 ± 3

19 ± 7

26 ± 6

aepi [mm-1]

9.2 ± 0.3

8.0 ± 0.2

7.1 ± 0.1

apap [mm-1]

5.5 ± 0.4

5.9 ± 0.4

4.9 ± 0.2

aink [mm ]

15 ± 2

14 ± 3

16 ± 2

pepi

2.9 ± 0.1

2.7 ± 0.1

2.7 ± 0.1

ppap

0.5 ± 0.3

0.7 ± 0.2

0.3 ± 0.2

pink

0.6

0.6 ± 0.1

0.6 ± 0.1

-1
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5.3.2.2 CHARACTERIZATION OF TREATED TATTOO SITES
The obtained skin parameter values for the treated tattoo sites are listed in Table 14.
All assessed values lie within anatomically and physiologically plausible ranges for
healthy human skin. In January, the melanin content (m) was lower for all treated tattoo
sites which is consistent with untreated tattoo sites, as shown Table 13. Again, the drop
of melanin content (from December to January) is correlated with the drop of scattering
amplitude in epidermis (aepi), except for the tattoo site treated with 1.5 J/cm2 where
scattering amplitude stays within the margin of error. The amount of melanin content
differs from area to area due to inhomogeneous spatial distribution of melanin in
subject LZ (Figure 57). The scattering power in epidermis (pepi) remains the same for
both measurements. The blood content (b) and oxygen saturation (S) fluctuate quite a
bit between individual measurements, which was already shown in Ch. 4.4.2. The
scattering properties in papillary layer are not expected to change. The values of apap
fluctuate a bit which can be due to lack of information already discussed in previous
chapter.
The ink content in the tattoo site treated with 1.5 J/cm2 stays the same after one and
two treatments and is also almost the same as in the untreated tattoo site (Table 13).
In the tattoo site treated with 3.0 J/cm2 we can observe drop of ink content after the
second treatment while the content after first treatment was still the same as in the
untreated tattoo sites. For the sites treated with 4.5 J/cm2 and 6.0 J/cm2 we can notice
the lower ink content already after the first treatment. The relations obtained with our
analysis are presented in Figure 60a and are also consistent with observations in Figure
55.
The depth of the tattoo (depi + dpap) is the same after 1st and after 2nd treatment for the
tattoo site treated with lowest radiant exposure. This is consistent with no reduction of
the tattoo ink. In all other sites the depth of the tattoo after 2 nd treatment is higher in
comparison with the depth after 1st treatment, (see Figure 60b). During laser tattoo
removal procedure, the top layers of tattoo ink which are reached by laser light are
removed first. Our model shows that the depth of the tattoo is not constant. This implies
an inhomogeneous distribution of ink, which is in agreement with the skin cross-section,
shown in Figure 50.

Figure 60. The amount of tattoo ink (a) and depth of the tattoo ink (b) four weeks after
first treatment (magenta), and six weeks after second treatment (light magenta).
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Table 14. The assessed model parameter values for tattoo sites treated with different radiant exposures. The indicated error margins are standard
deviations from 5 IMC runs.
radiant
exposure
depi + dpapi [mm]
m [%]
bepi [%]

1.5 J/cm2
December
0.26 ±
0.01
3.9

3.0 J/cm2

January
0.27

December
0.24 ± 0.01

4.5 J/cm2

6.0 J/cm2

3.0

4.1

January
0.32 ±
0.01
2.2

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.2

3.4 ± 0.1

0.4 ± 0.3

3.1 ± 0.5

2.8 ± 0.3

2.8 ± 0.4

3.5

2.8 ± 0.2

41 ± 3

32 ± 4

28 ± 1

76 ± 10

66 ± 7

9 ±1

7 ±3

5 ±4

7 ±1

3 ±2

b

[%]

3.4 ± 0.1

S

[%]

93 ± 6

27 ± 9

60 ± 19

December
0.21 ± 0.01

January
0.26 ± 0.01

December
0.23 ± 0.01

January
0.27 ± 0.01

3.3

1.8

2.4

1.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

16 ± 5

18 ± 3

17 ± 2

-1

8.6 ± 0.3

8.7 ± 0.2

9.0 ± 0.1

7.0 ± 0.3

9.0 ± 0.2

7.2 ± 0.1

7.5 ± 0.2

6.1 ± 0.6

-1

apap [mm ]

5.6 ± 0.9

5.0 ± 0.5

3.7 ± 0.3

4.3 ± 0.2

5.2 ± 0.2

4.0 ± 0.2

3.9 ± 0.3

3.3 ± 0.1

aink [mm-1]

13 ± 1

14 ± 2

13 ± 3

12 ± 1

15 ± 2

12 ± 2

13 ± 2

10 ± 2

pepi

2.9 ± 0.1

2.8 ± 0.1

2.9 ± 0.1

2.9 ± 0.1

2.7

2.6

2.5 ± 0.1

2.6

ppap

1.6 ± 0.5

0.7 ± 0.2

0.2 ± 0.1

0.7 ± 0.2

0.5 ± 0.1

1.3 ± 0.2

0.5 ± 0.2

0.6 ± 0.1

pink

0.5 ± 0.1

0.6

0.6 ± 0.1

0.6 ± 0.1

0.5 ± 0.1

0.5 ± 0.1

0.6

0.6

ink [%]
aepi [mm ]

6 PREDICTIVE MODEL
The iterative optimization of 14 skin model parameters using a numerical forward
model (IMC), Ch. 3.6 is computationally very expensive. Moreover, each optimization
task must be repeated several times in order to control the inevitable numerical noise,
facilitate escape from local minima, and assess the robustness of the IMC analysis.
Despite massive parallelization (using a high-performance graphic card) assessment of
14 free parameters from each radiometric transient and DRS spectrum can take several
hours, which seriously hinders practical exploitation of this approach.
In order to overcome this drawback, we have constructed a very fast predictive model
(PM) based on machine learning. The PM involves random forests, trained on ~9,000
examples computed using our forward MC model.
The results were published in Biomedical Optics Express by Verdel et al [101].

6.1 METHODOLOGY
6.1.1 PREPARATION OF THE EXAMPLE DATA SET
The data set used to construct our PM included 9029 sample ‘’pairs’’, consisting of
different combinations of the above listed skin parameters and the corresponding PPTR
signals and DRS spectra.
In order to reduce the computational load, all PPTR signals in the sample data set were
compressed from the original 1500 data points to a smaller subset of representative
values. We achieve this by non-uniform (quadratic) signal binning, which draws from
intrinsic properties of heat diffusion dynamics and performs well in the case of PPTR
temperature depth profiling [102]. Specifically, the considered time points ti scale with
the square of uniformly distributed depths:
ti 

1  zmax
2 D  N

2


i ,


(40)

where D marks skin’s thermal diffusivity, zmax is a suitable depth (in our case 1 mm) and
the integer i runs from 1 to the desired number of points (N).
Within the scope of this study we have constructed several PMs utilizing different
compression levels (N = 162, 82, and 41) and also the entire, uncompressed PPTR signal
(see Ch. 6.5). Because no notable differences in PM performance were observed, we
limit this report in the following to the case of N = 161. This value represents a
reasonable compromise between the computation load of the PM construction and the
risk of information loss associated with stronger compression of the PPTR signals.
Similarly, the DRS spectra are represented by the values at the same 14 wavelengths as
used in the IMC procedure (see Figure 21).
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6.1.2 CONSTRUCTION OF THE PREDICTIVE MODEL
Using the described data, we formulate the following multi-target regression problem:
Given a set of 161 PPTR and 14 DRS features, predict the values of the 14 skin
parameters that were used to generate them, Figure 71. We first decompose this task
into 14 independent single-target regression problems, i.e., predictions of one
parameter value from the presented PPTR and DRS data. The solution of the multitarget regression problem is then obtained by concatenating the predictions from all
single-target models into one prediction array.
Each single-target model is constructed using the random forest approach [103]. Each
random forest model is an ensemble of 100 decision tress, constructed by combining
bootstrap aggregation and feature subspace sampling. While bootstrap aggregation
improves the stability of the classifier and reduces the variance of the predictions,
feature subspace sampling reduces the correlations between the constituent tress by
focusing them onto different feature subspaces.
The decision tress represents piece-wise constant functions, constructed by recursively
splitting the feature space ‘’greedily’’, i.e., by selecting the feature and the splitting
point which maximizes the consequent reduction of variance in the target. Each tree is
constructed by using a bootstrap sample (with replacements) of the original data, and
by considering a subset of all 175 available features (randomly sampled) at each split.
Finally, the predictions of all trees of the random forests are aggregated prediction for
specific example.
The size of the considered feature subset was selected separately for each target from
the set of {1, f1/2, f/10, f/4, f/2, f}, where f marks the total number of available features
(f = 175). The optimal choice was selected based on performance of the corresponding
parameter-specific models as assessed by the cross-validation (CV) procedure.

6.1.3 CROSS-VALIDATION TESTING
In each fold of the 10-fold CV, a separate PM is constructed using only 90% of the
available examples (a.k.a training set), and its predictive performance is assessed using
the hold-out data (test set). For each parameter-specific model we calculate first the
corresponding root-mean-squared error (RMSE):
RMSE 

1 N
 yi  yˆi 2 ,

N i 1

(41)

where N is the number of examples in the test set, yˆ i is the predicted value of the target
parameter for the i-th example from the test set, and yi is the true value of the target
parameter for the same example.
In order to enable objective comparison of the performance for different parameters,
which can have very different typical values (and measurement units), we compute also
the corresponding coefficients of variation or normalized RMSE:
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Note that we have initially constructed several random forests, using a different size of
the feature subset at each split (Ch. 6.1.2). In the following, we present only the results
for the optimal size of the feature subset for each target parameter, as indicated by the
lowest RMSE (Eq. (41)) obtained in the 10-fold CV. For most target parameters
(specifically, 9 or 14) this means using the complete set of available features (f = 175) at
each split. A feature subset size of f/2 was selected for three parameters (bret, aepi, and
pder), and f/4 for the remaining two (bpap and m), although the consequent improvement
over the entire feature set was never significant.
Every point in these graphs (Figure 61) represents one prediction of the selected target
parameter value (𝑦̂𝑖 ) provided by the PM, constructed using the training set of the
respective fold. For each point, which comes from the respective test data set, the
prediction is plotted against the true value, used in the forward MC model to compute
the respective PPTR and DRS data (𝑦𝑖 ). For and ideal PM, all points would thus lie on the
diagonal line (𝑦̂𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖 ).
The resulting values of the three performance metrics (Eqs. (41)-(43)) averaged across
the 10 folds of the CV procedure are presented in Table 15. As evidence by the lowest
NRSME values (in the range of 1-5%) the model predictions are most accurate for the
applies radiant exposure (F), followed by the epidermal melanin content (m) and
thickness (depi). Very good predictions are obtained also for both scattering amplitudes
(aepi and ader) and the papillary blood content (bpap), with NRMSE of 6-11%.
Table 15. Values of the PM performance metrics as obtained in CV testing. The values
are averages across the 10 folds.
Parameter

RMSE

NRMSE

RRMSE

depi
dder

0.005 mm
0.14 mm

0.05
0.19

0.27
0.40

m

0.06 %

0.03

0.09

bepi

0.10 %

0.57

0.47

bpap

0.32 %

0.11

0.20

bret

0.22 %

0.17

0.33

Spap

7.1 %

0.15

0.39

Sret

11.1 %

0.18

0.44

aepi

0.8 mm-1

0.06

0.33

ader

0.6 mm

-1

0.10

0.30

pepi

0.23

0.15

0.38

pder

0.32

0.30

0.52

A

0.20

0.21

0.47

F

0.004
J/cm2

0.01

0.16

The RRMSE values for the parameters listed above lie between 0.09 and 0.33. This
shows that the PM successfully captures a significant amount of information from the
test examples.
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6.3 ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA USING THE PM COMPARED WITH
IMC
Figure 63 presents the experimental PPTR signal and DRS spectrum acquired from the
inner forearm of a healthy volunteer (27 years old man, JR) and the best-fitting MC
results obtained using our four-layer model of skin. The match between the measured
data and predictions of our IMC model is excellent.

Figure 63. PPTR signal (a) and DRS spectrum (b) as measured in volunteer JR (orange
lines) and best fitting IMC results (blue dashed lines and circles, respectively).
Table 16. The parameter values assessed by analysis of data from Figure 63 using the
IMC approach (left column) and the predictive model (PM), and the hybrid approach
(HA), with the corresponding 95% confidence intervals (CI) and their relative values (δ).
The latter are rounded to 0 where smaller than 1 on the last displayed decimal place of
the result.
IMC

CI

δ

PM

CI

δ

HA

CI

δ

0.106
0.93

0.009
0.16

0.08
0.17

0.104
0.87

0.002
0.04

0.02
0.05

0.124
1.14

0.007
0.14

0.06
0.12

[%]

0.98

0.02

0.02

1.00

0.04

0.04

0.99

0.03

0.03

bepi [%]

0.2

0.2

0.81

0.2

0

0.09

0.4

0.1

0.22

bpap [%]

2.3

0.4

0.14

2.3

0.1

0.05

1.9

0.1

0.06

bret [%]

1.3

0.2

0.18

1.5

0.01

0.01

1.7

0.1

0.07

Spap [%]

34

14

0.41

41

3

0.07

40

4

0.10

75

15

0.20

70

3

0.04

81

1

0.01

11.1

1.9

0.17

10.7

0.3

0.03

10.7

0.2

0.02

4.0

0.6

0.15

4.2

0.1

0.02

5.6

0.2

0.05

0.9

0.5

0.49

0.9

0.1

0.09

1.0

0.1

0.07

0.8

0.2

0.21

1.1

0.1

0.07

1.0

0.1

0.08

0.92

0.06

0.07

1.46

0.08

0.05

0.95

0.20

0.21

F [J/cm ]

0.27

0

0

0.27

0

0

0.25

0

0

εPPTR

0.021

0.005

0.321

/

0.008

0.001

εDRS

1.63

0.12

8.86

/

1.47

0.05

ε

1.84

0.14

12.07

/

1.55

0.04

Parameter
depi [mm]
dder [mm]
m

Sret [%]
aepi [mm
1

-

] ader [mm
] pepi

-

1

pder
A
2
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The obtained skin parameter values are listed in Table 16. All assessed values lie
within anatomically and physiologically plausible ranges (see Ch. 4.1.3).
For testing the PM is most importantly that values predicted by the PM (middle column)
lie mostly with the 95% confidence intervals (CI) of the IMC results. The latter were
calculated as CI = 2.78 SD/ N½, where N marks the number of included IMC runs (in our
case 5), and SD is the standard deviation of results from each run. For the PM, the CI
amount to 1.98 SD / N ½, where N is the number of decision trees (100). (The constants
2.78 and 1.98 are values of the t–distribution for a = 0.95 with 4 and 99 degrees of
freedom, respectively.)
Figure 64 presents a graphical comparison of the skin model parameter values
obtained by using the IMC procedure and our PM from measurements in subject JR
(Table 16). The values assessed using the two approaches evidently lie within the
respective CI.

Figure 64. Parameters of healthy skin as assessed from measurements in subject JR
using the IMC analysis (orange) and our PM (red).

We find this quite impressive, given the high dimensionality of our problem and the fact
that the PM results are produced in just 0.15 s. In contrast, the IMC procedure typically
involves 20-25 iteration steps, which take around 1 hour for a single run on a personal
computer with 16 GB of RAM and a high-performance graphics card (NVidia GTX 1080).
In addition, the CI of all parameter values obtained from the PM are notably smaller
than those from the IMC.
However, we can occasionally notice significant albeit still relatively small differences
between the IMC and PM results for some skin parameters. E.g., in the analysis of data
from another healthy volunteer (28 years old woman, NV), such deviations can be seen
for the blood content and oxygenation in the reticular dermis (Figure 65 c,d), as well as
for the scattering amplitude and power in the dermis (Figure 65 e,f).
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In Figure 66 we plot the spectral dependencies of the reduced scattering coefficients of
the epidermis and dermis in both human subjects, as obtained from IMC analysis vs. the
PM (see the legend). This is illustrative because they represent a collective effect of the
model parameters a and p, which are independent variables in our inverse analyses.

Figure 65. Same as Figure 64, but from measurements in another volunteer (NV).

Figure 66. Spectral dependence of reduced scattering coefficient of the epidermis and
dermis in subjects JR (a) and NV (b), as obtained from IMC analysis and the PM (see the
legend).

It is also instructive to compare experimental PPTR and DRS data with the MC
predictions that correspond to the skin parameters assessed from the same using our
PM. As shown in Figure 67 for the case of subject JR, the match is reasonably good, but
not as close as for the IMC result (Figure 63). In the interests of the conceptual clarity,
only the 161 time points considered in construction of the PM are included in the
presentation of the simulated PPTR signal (Figure 67 (a)).
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Figure 67. PPTR signal (a) and DRS spectrum (b) as measured in subject JR (orange lines),
compared with the forward MC predictions based on parameter values obtained with
the PM (blue circles).

6.4 HYBRID APPROACH
Based on the evidence presented in Figure 64, and 45, we aim to further improve the
accuracy and robustness of our inverse analysis. To that end, we discuss in the following
a hybrid approach (HA), which combines the speed of PM with versatility of the iterative
IMC procedure. Specifically, we use the PM result to initialize the IMC, which by default
starts from randomly selected parameter values.
The skin parameter values assessed by using hybrid approach on data from subject JR
(same as in Ch. 6) are presented in Table 16. All the obtained values are anatomically
and physiologically plausible for the involved test site and volunteers’ age. Moreover,
as illustrated in Figure 68, the results obtained using the IMC, PM, and HA share several
nontrivial properties. These include higher blood content in the papillary compared to
reticular dermis (Figure 68b), which is consistent with the existence of an extensive
capillary network in the papillary dermis. In addition, oxygen saturation in the papillary
dermis is lower than in reticular dermis (Figure 68c). The scattering amplitude in the
epidermis is significantly higher compared with dermis (Figure 68d) while the respective
scattering powers are very similar (Figure 68e).
It is also evident that the variance of values obtained with the HA (blue circles) tends to
be smaller than the original IMC procedure (orange). This holds especially for the dermal
blood contents and oxygenation (Figure 68b and c), as well as for the epidermal and
dermal scattering amplitude and power (Figure 68d and e). this is supported by the
respective values of the CI in Table 16.
For some parameters, however, the average HA result differs from its IMC counterpart
by more than would be expected based on the respective CIs. Most notable examples
in this regard are significantly higher values of bret (1.7 ± 0.1 %) and ader (5.6 ± 0.2 mm1) compared with the IMC results of 1.3 ± 0.2 % and 4.0 ± 0.6 mm-1, respectively.
In order to analyze this effect, we compare in Figure 69 the evolution of selected
parameter values during the iterative IMC and HA runs. It is evident that with the latter
approach (blue lines) the parameter values stabilize in just few iteration steps, in
contrast with > 15 steps required with the customary IMC procedure. In addition, the
final parameter values obtained with the HA are usually closest to the result from the
IMC run which yields the lowest residual norm (indicated by solid orange lines).
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Finally, Figure 70 demonstrates that in all HA runs from Figure 69, the residual norm ε
reaches lower values than in any of the 5 standard IMC runs. The resulting match with
experimental data is thus even better than that achieved with the IMC, especially for
the PPTR signal (see Table 16). This is not illustrated separately because the
improvement over the already excellent match in Figure 67 could not be perceived by
naked eye.
Moreover, the HA runs achieve this in 4-5 iterations steps, compared with 20-25 steps
required for convergence of the IMC procedure. Compared to the latter, the HA thus
shortens the analysis time by a factor of ~5, while at the same time providing a better
match with experimental data and reduced variance of most skin parameter values.

Figure 68. Parameters of skin in subject JR as assessed using the IMC procedure (orange
circles), our predictive model (Ch. 6, red dots), and the hybrid approach (blue circles).
The bars indicate the CIs of the corresponding PM results.
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Figure 69. Evolution of selected parameter values during five runs of the iterative IMC
procedure with randomly selected initial values (orange lines), and with the initial
values obtained using our PM (red dots) – i.e. the hybrid approach (blue).

Figure 70. Convergence of the IMC procedure with randomly selected initial values
(orange lines) compared with the hybrid approach (blue), which is initialized by the PM
result (red dot).
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6.5 DISCUSSION
In our experience thus far, predictions from the described PM are very close to the
corresponding IMC results, most often within the respective 95% CI (e.g., Table 16,
Figure 64 and 45). We find this quite impressive, given the high dimensionality of the
problem (14 free variables) and relative sparsity of the training examples. In addition,
the variance of parameter values assessed by using the PM is usually notably smaller in
comparison with IMC (see the columns CI in Table 16).
Perhaps most importantly, the PM results are provided in just 0.15 s, which is 105 times
faster than our current IMC analyses. The latter namely take 5–6 hours on a highperformance personal computer, despite massive parallelization using the CUDA
technology. In comparison, construction of each of the single-parametric random
forests took only 2 minutes, without any parallelization.
On the other hand, we can occasionally notice some differences between the PM and
IMC-provided skin parameter values. However, these are most often limited to the
properties which don't affect very strongly (and/or specifically) the measured PPTR
signals and DRS spectra – e.g., the dermal scattering amplitude and power (Figure 65e
and f). A more direct indication of the limited accuracy of our current version of the PM
is thus the imperfect match between the input data and their numerically predicted
counterparts based on the PM result (Figure 66). A much closer match is evidently
obtained with the IMC result (Figure 63), although it is impossible to draw from this any
quantitative conclusions about the errors of the individual skin parameter values
constituting the PM result.
Before constructing the PM, all PPTR signals in the example data set were compressed
from the original 1500 data points to 161 representative values by quadratic binning
(6.1.1)[102]. We therefore check whether the limited accuracy of our PM results might
result from such a compression by analyzing separately its influence on the trusted IMC
procedure.
In Figure 71, we compare the experimental data from subject JR (orange lines) with the
best fitting IMC predictions, obtained by using the quadratically binned PPTR signal
(blue circles). The excellent match demonstrates that the discussed compression
doesn’t adversely affect the quality of the fit in comparison with the complete PPTR
signal containing 1500 data points (Figure 62). The DRS spectra are represented in both
cases by the same 14 wavelengths.
We have reached the same conclusion also in a similar analysis involving data from our
second volunteer (NV). Moreover, even upon further signal compression (to 82 and 41
data points, respectively) the assessed parameter values and their variances didn't
change significantly [104]. This proves that quadratic binning of the PPTR signals to 161
signal points did not contribute significantly to the limited accuracy of the PM results
observed in the present study.
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Figure 71. PPTR signals (a) and DRS spectra (b) as measured in subject JR (orange lines)
and the best fitting IMC results (blue circles) when compressing the PPTR signal to a
subset of 161 data points by quadratic binning (Eq. (40)).

Overall, the presented PM captured very well the rather complex relationships between
the 14 skin model parameters and the corresponding PPTR signals and DRS spectra (see
Table 16). The information available directly from the training data set seemed
sufficient for quantitative prediction of the relevant skin properties in the majority of
analyzed examples. This was indicated also by our testing of PMs constructed using even
more compressed PPTR signals (N = 82 and 41; not documented), which didn’t indicate
any improvement in terms of speed or performance. Application of more advanced
feature construction methods (e.g., an end-to-end approach using deep neural
networks) was therefore not indicated for improvement of the performance.
More specifically, our provisional testing of the support vector regression (SVR) method
with different kernels and neural networks (NN) indicated performance comparable to
the presented PM. Moreover, performance of these machine learning models is very
sensitive to the settings of several hyperparameters involved in their construction and
training (e.g., the choice of the kernel and its parameters, and parameter C for SVR; the
number of hidden layers, the number of neurons in each layer, the learning rate, and
the learning momentum for NN). Consequently, all listed hyperparameters must be
carefully tuned for each intended application. This further increases the computational
cost and complexity of these approaches and increases the risk of poor performance
due to suboptimal settings of the hyperparameters.
On the other hand, we have also constructed PMs based on simpler generalized linear
models and single decision trees. Their testing indicated unsatisfactory performance,
which demanded application of a more powerful machine learning approach.
Based on the described arguments we have decided to apply random forests, which
have a relatively small number of hyperparameters (i.e., the number of trees and
number of features selected at each split). Moreover, since random forests are robust
with respect to the number of trees, the only hyperparameter that required tuning was
the number of features selected at each split (see Ch. 6.2). In the discussed tuning
process, we found that the RMSE values obtained with all feature subset sizes set to f
/2 or f /4 were not significantly different from those achieved with the optimal model.
This is in line with the default value of f /3 suggested by Breiman [103], and presents a
viable option for simplified construction of PMs with insignificant loss of performance.
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It is important to note that, primarily for practical reasons, most training examples used
to construct our PM were obtained from IMC analyses of PPTR and DRS data from
human subjects. Consequently, they don't sample uniformly the entire parameter
space, but tend to reflect the natural distribution of anatomical and physiological
properties within the involved population (see Figure 62). We can therefore expect the
PM to exhibit optimal performance in the most sampled part of the parameter space,
but a limited performance for examples outside of this region. Further diversification of
the training set might thus help to improve the performance of future PM.
Ideally, however, a PM deployed into a real-world setting would benefit from an
incremental learning approach, such as learning on data streams. Such PMs don't need
all the data up-front, but can update themselves as new data points arrive. Each new
simulation is used first to test the current PM and then to update it [105]. Another
machine learning methodology that could be considered for practical problems similar
to the one discussed in our present study are the methods for multi-target regression.
E.g., a single ensemble of predictive clustering trees which predict all target parameters
in parallel [106], rather than 14 ensembles of single-parametric decision trees as
presented above. Ultimately, we cannot exclude the use of more advanced feature
construction methods, such as deep neural networks, especially if considering a more
heterogeneous set of test sites and/or skin conditions.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, we have presented a combined application of PPTR and DRS for
noninvasive assessment of structure and composition of human skin in vivo. Because
PPTR is highly sensitive to depth distribution of selected absorbers, while DRS enables
differentiation between various chromophores, the accuracy and robustness of the
inverse analysis is considerably improved compared to use of either technique on its
own.
Multi-dimensional fitting of both measured PPTR signals and DRS with predictions from
a dedicated numerical model of light-tissue interaction (a.k.a. inverse Monte Carlo)
resulted in a good match when using a four-layer skin model (epidermis, papillary
dermis, reticular dermis, and subcutis), especially when scattering properties of the
epidermis and dermis were also adjusted on an individual basis. The parameter values
assessed for healthy human skin lie within anatomically and physiologically plausible
ranges.
Providing a definitive quantitative verification of our technique will be very challenging,
since there is, to the best of our knowledge, no established technique that would
provide simultaneous assessment of the exact same set of skin properties in vivo. First
objective support for our technique was a corregistration example, involving crosssectional imaging using the MPM system. The assessed epidermal thickness values were
compared with high-resolution cross-sectional images, acquired from two test sites in
a human volunteer. The results show that epidermal thickness values correspond very
well to the maximal epidermal thicknesses measured in the MPM images,
corresponding to the epidermal projections into papillary dermis. In addition, we
performed pressure-cuff test. The moderate cuff pressure of 100 mm Hg was selected
in order to cause venous occlusion. This result in maximal blood accumulation inside
the skin, and obviously its deoxygenation, as demonstrated in numerous earlier reports
[6,88]. In contrast, application of cuff pressures above the subject’s systolic value will
obstruct also arterial blood flow, but lead to a smaller increase of the dermal blood
content relative to intact skin, while the oxygen saturation level can get even lower than
upon venous occlusion (depending also on duration of the obstruction).
Encouraged by the positive experience, we applied the described approach in study of
laser tattoo removal. In contrast with photography and colorimetry where only visual
appearance is assessed our approach provides objective information on depth of the
tattoo and the amount of tattoo ink, thus providing an unparalleled insight into the
tattoo removal process. Access to such information might allow guidance and
optimization of therapy on an individual-patient basis.
Admittedly, the computational complexity of the involved inverse analysis makes the
presented dual-modality approach rather impractical and thus unsuitable for clinical
deployment. In order to overcome this drawback, we have constructed a very fast
predictive model (PM) based on machine learning for quick quantitative assessment of
multiple skin parameter values from measured PPTR signals and DRS spectra. The
involved multi-target regression problem is solved by using random forest approach,
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which is robust and produces results with low bias. We show that the performance of
such PM as a surrogate for the computationally demanding IMC approach is very
satisfying.
For the time being, however, we have improved the accuracy of our inverse analysis of
experimental data beyond that offered by the current PM, while still benefiting from its
unparalleled speed, by using the hybrid approach. This approach involves using the PM
result to initialize the iterative IMC procedure and provides a better match with
experimental data than customary IMC for most skin parameter values. Moreover, this
is achieved in just 5 iteration steps as opposed to the 20–25 steps required for
convergence of the customary IMC. The HA thus speeds up our data analysis by a
considerable factor (~5), while at the same time providing more accurate results with
reduced variance.
In conclusion, the presented approach, which combines PPTR and DRS measurements
with IMC analysis, enables noninvasive characterization of intact and tattooed human
skin in terms of the epidermal and dermal thickness, blood content and oxygenation
level, ink content as well as scattering properties.
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POVZETEK DISERTACIJE V SLOVENSKEM JEZIKU

A TKIVNA OPTIKA
Ko svetloba potuje skozi tkivo, pride do absorpcije in sipanja svetlobe in posledično
atenuacije. Tako sipanje kot absorpcija sta odvisna od valovne dolžine svetlobe. V tkivu
je prevladujoč proces sipanje svetlobe, ki je odgovoren tudi za svetel, neprozoren videz
človeške kože.

A.1 SESTAVA ČLOVEŠKE KOŽE
Koža je največji človeški organ in varuje telo pred različnimi zunanjimi vplivi kot so
prevelika izguba vode iz telesa itd. in ima veliko vlogo pri termoregulaciji. Kožo lahko
razdelimo na tri plasti: vrhnjico, usnjico in maščevje. Shematska predstavitev kože je
prikazana na Slika 72.

Slika 72. Struktura človeške kože.

VRHNJICA
Vrhnjica (epidermis) predstavlja najbolj zunanjo plast kože in služi kot pregrada med
notranjostjo človeškega telesa in okoljem. Debelina vrhnjice je od 0.05 mm na vekah do
0.8 – 1.5 mm na podplatih in dlaneh.
Najbolj zunanja plast vrhnjice je zaroženela plast, ki je sestavljena iz korneocitov (neživih
celic). Vse ostale plasti vrhnjice sestavljajo tako imenovano živo vrhnjico, katere tipična
debelina je med 50 in 100 μm. Živa vrhnjica je primarno sestavljena iz keratinocitov, ki
predstavljajo 95% vseh celic. Bazalna plast ima poleg keratinocitov tudi melanocite, ki
proizvajajo barvilo melanin. Melanin je naravni absorber, ki nam nudi zaščito pred
ultravijoličnim (UV) sevanjem.
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USNJICA
Usnjica (dermis) leži med vrhnjico in maščevjem (subcutis). Debelina usnjice je med 0.5
mm na vekah in 3 mm na hrbtu, podplatih in dlaneh. Usnjica je sestavljena iz vezivnega
tkiva ter kolagenskih in vlaken elastina. Kolagenska vlakna, ki predstavljajo 70% usnjice,
ji dajejo čvrstost, vlakna elastina pa vzdržujejo elastičnost in prožnost kože. Usnjico
lahko razdelimo na dve plasti: na tanjšo zgornjo plast (papilarni dermis) in debelejšo
spodnjo plast (retikularni dermis).
MAŠČEVJE
Maščevje je najbolj notranja plast kože. Debelina maščevja je odvisna od lokacije na
telesu, starosti in indeksa telesne mase. Najdebelejše je na licih, prsih, zadnjici,
podplatih in stegnih, medtem ko je najtanjše na vekah, nosu, ustnicah in v ustih. V
maščevju najdemo maščobno tkivo sestavljeno iz vezivnega tkiva in maščobe.

A.2 ABSORPCIJA IN SIPANJE
''Tarča'' v tkivu, ki dobro absorbira svetlobo, se imenuje kromofor. Najpomembnejši
kromofori v človeški koži so: voda, oksigeniran in neoksigeniran hemoglobin ter
melanin.
Z obsevanjem tkiva s primerno valovno dolžino znotraj optičnega okna (med 600 in 1250
nm), lahko dosežemo selektivno absorpcijo v točno določenih kromoforih. To povzroči
selektivno gretje tkiva in se uporablja pri lepotnih laserskih posegih (npr. odstranjevanje
dlak), kot tudi v diagnostične namene.
Širok nabor različnih struktur znotraj celic povzroča sipanje svetlobe. Fotoni se najbolj
sipljejo na strukturah, katerih velikost je podobna valovni dolžini vpadle svetlobe in na
strukturah katerih lomni količnik je različen od lomnega količnika okolice.
̂ 𝒔̂′). Če
Odklon svetlobe od vpadne smeri svetlobe opišemo s fazno funkcijo sipanja p(𝒔,
je sipanje izotropno v smislu fizikalnih lastnosti (lomni količnik, gostota,…), potem je
fazna funkcija odvisna samo od kota sipanja 𝜃 (kot med 𝒔̂ in 𝒔̂′). Sipanje v tkivu ni
izotropno, ampak usmerjeno zelo naprej. Anizotropijo sipanja opišemo s faktorjem
anizotropije g, ki je definiran kot povprečni kosinus sipalnega kota 𝜃. V tkivu je faktor
anizotropije enak 0.77 – 0.95 v vidnem in bližnje infrardečem spektru.
Mie-jeva teorija opiše sipanje svetlobe na homogeni izotropni sferi. Ker je biološko tkivo
precej bolj kompleksno od monodisperznega sistema sferičnih delcev, se uporabljajo
semi-empirične aproksimacije. Ena najpogosteje uporabljenih je Henyey – Greensteinova (HG) fazna funkcija:
pHG ( ) 

1

1  g2

4 (1  g 2  2g cos  )3/ 2

.

HG fazna funkcija predstavlja dobro oceno za sipanje v tkivu.
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A.3 RAZŠIRJANJE SVETLOBE V TKIVU
V tistih medijih kjer pride do večkratnega sipanja svetlobe (npr. koža), se je transportna
enačba izkazala kot zelo dobra za opis razširjanja svetlobe. Vendar analitične rešitve
transportne enačbe obstajajo le za nekaj specifičnih primerov in preproste geometrije.
Zelo pogosto so uporabljeni t.i. PN približki, kot recimo P1 aproksimacija oz. difuzna
aproksimacija (DA). Difuzna teorija je hitra in zelo priročna za opis transportna svetlobe,
vendar se izkaže za neuspešno v bližini izvorov in mej med različnimi sredstvi ter takrat,
ko absorpcija prevladuje v primerjavi s sipanjem. V izogib omejitvam, ki jih predstavlja
DA, se uporabljajo numerične metode. Najpogosteje uporabljena numerična metoda je
Monte Carlo (MC).
Pri MC pristopu je transport svetlobe v tkivu opisan kot tok energijski paketov oz. t.i.
''fotonov''. Opis razširjanja svetlobe temelji na statističnem približku potovanja fotonov,
ki so podvrženi sipanju in absorpciji. Zaradi statistične narave metode potrebujemo
veliko število fotonov, kar posledično pomeni, da so izračuni zelo dolgi. V nadaljevanju
bomo uporabljali MC metodo implementirano v programu Monte Carlo Multi-Layered
(MCML).

B METODE
Difuzna refleksijska spektroskopija (DRS) je zelo priljubljena eksperimentalna tehnika, ki
omogoča razlikovanje med različnimi kromofori v koži. Vendar je za določitev
kvantitativne ocene vsebnosti posameznega kromofora v koži, potrebna tudi
informacija o globinski porazdelitvi le-teh. To pomeni, da je potrebna neodvisna
eksperimentalna tehnika, s katero lahko določimo debelino posameznih plasti v koži. S
sunkovno fototermalno radiometrijo (SFTR) lahko določimo optične in termalne
lastnosti homogenega vzorca in nam omogoča dobro globinsko občutljivost na
porazdelitev absorberjev. Združitev obeh tehnik, DRS in SFTR, nam omogoča boljšo
robustnost in zanesljivost analize.

B.1 PROTOKOL ŠTUDIJE
Študija je bila odobrena s strani komisije Republike Slovenije za medicinsko etiko (0120365/2017-9). V študiji so sodelovali zdravi prostovoljci svetle polti (Fitzpatrick tip I-II) in
starosti med 20 in 65 let. Vsa testna mesta na koži so bila pred meritvijo obrita,
zaroženela plast (stratum corneum) je bila odstranjena s pomočjo lepilnega traku. PPTR
meritev je bila vedno ponovljena 5 krat, medtem ko smo DRS meritev ponovili 3-5 krat
na vsakem prostovoljcu.
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B.2 SUNKOVNA FOTOTERMALNA RADIOMETRIJA
Sunkovna fototermalna radiometrija je brezkontaktna tehnika, ki omogoča določitev
lasersko inducirane temperaturne profile v vzorcu. Vzorec (v našem primeru koža)
osvetlimo z laserskim sunkom, ki se selektivno absorbira v vzorcu, kar privede do
lokalnega dviga temperature. Z infrardečo (IR) kamero detektiramo povišano IR sevanje
vzorca in iz izmerjenega časovnega poteka IR sevanja rekonstruiramo prvotni inducirani
temperaturni profil.
Signal SFRT, ΔS(t) zapišemo kot konvolucijo


S(t ) 

 K (z ,t)T (z , 0)dz ,

(45)

z 0

kjer je ΔT (z,t) začetni temperaturni profil in K(z,t) jederna funkcija
2



1

z 0

K (z , t )  C   R( )B (Tb )IR ()

 G(z, z ,t)e

 IR ( ) z

dz  d.

(46)

V zgornji enačbi λ1 in λ2 predstavljata zgornjo in spodnjo mejo spektralnega območja
zajemanja signala, R(λ) spektralno občutljivost IR detektorja, Tb začetno temperaturo
vzorca (kože), B'λ (Tb) odvod Planckovega zakon po temperaturi in G(z',z,t) Greenovo
funkcijo za toplotno difuzijo. V konstanto C je zajeta emisivnost vzorca in vse ostale
eksperimentalne značilnosti sistema (kot so vidni kot IR detektorja, izgube na lečju itd.).
V eksperimentalni aplikaciji tehnike signal in temperaturni profil zapišemo kot vektorje.
Signalni vektor S je enak produktu jedrne matrike K in temperaturnega vektorja T
S  K T.

(47)

Inverzni problem SFRT je zelo slabo pogojen in točna rešitev v splošnem ne obstaja.
Najboljšo rešitev za T dobimo z iterativno z minimizacijo norme 𝜀 = ‖𝑆 − 𝐾𝑇‖2.
B.2.1 EKSPERIMENTALNA POSTAVITEV
Testna mesta na koži smo obsevali s posameznimi sunki dolžine 1 ms pri valovni dolžini
λ = 532 nm (Dualis VP, Fotona, Ljubljana, Slovenija). Svetloba se v veliki meri absorbira
v melaninu (vrhnjica) in hemoglobinu (usnjica). Pri efektivni velikosti pike ~5 mm je bila
vrednost fluence približno 0.30 J/cm2.
IR sevanje je bilo posneto s hitro IR kamero (FLIR Systems, model SC7500, λ = 3.5 – 5.1
µm) z objektivom velikosti 50 mm in hitrostjo zajemanja 1000 posnetkov na sekundo.
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Slika 76. PPTR signal (a) in DRS spekter (b) kot sta bila izmerjena na testnem mestu
prostovoljca (oranžna črta) primerjana z najboljšo napovedjo modela pri kateri so
sipalne lastnosti povzete po literaturi (črtkana modra črta).

Pripadajoče vrednosti parametrov so zapisane v Tabela 17. Večina dobljenih vrednosti
leži znotraj območja fiziološko in anatomsko smiselnih vrednosti za človeško kožo.
Vendar je vrednost nasičenosti krvi s kisikom prisotne v spodnji usnjici sumljivo nizka
(Sret = 30 ± 8%). Zaradi opisane pomanjkljivost v kombinaciji s slabšim ujemanjem
modelske napovedi z izmerjenim signalom in spektrom bomo poskušali izboljšati
analizo.
Tabela 17. Rezultati IMC analize. Rezultati so predstavljeni kot povprečna vrednost petih
neodvisnih IMC analiz in pripadajoča standardna deviacija. Zadnja vrstica prikazuje
dobljeno vrednost residualne norme (ε).
Parameter

IMC rezultat

depi [mm]

0.085 ± 0.005

dder [mm]

0.79 ± 0.24

m

[%]

1.4 ± 0.1

bepi [%]

0.08 ± 0.04

bpap [%]

3.3 ± 0.1

bret [%]

0.5 ± 0.1

Spap [%]

47 ± 34

Sret [%]

30 ± 8

A

0.9 ± 0.1

ε

46.0 ± 1.5

C.2 INDIVIDUALNO PRILAGAJANJE SIPALNIH LASTNOSTI
V naslednjem poglavju bomo analizirali enake eksperimentalne podatke kot v prejšnjem
poglavju, medtem ko se v modelu individualno prilagajajo tudi sipalne lastnosti z
nastavkom:
p

  
s ( )  a 
 .
 500nm 
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(53)

Sipalne lastnosti kože se lahko razlikujejo med posamezniki in glede na lokacijo, zato je
ta korak upravičen. V tem pristopu sta bila uporabljena enaka parametra a in p za
vrhnjico in usnjico.

Slika 77. PPTR signal (a) in DRS spekter (b) kot sta bila izmerjena na testnem mestu
prostovoljca (oranžna črta) primerjana z najboljšo napovedjo modela pri kateri smo
individualno prilagajali sipalne lastnosti (modra črtkana črta).

Kot lahko vidimo na Slika 77, nov pristop vodi do vidnega izboljšanja ujemanja med
eksperimentalnimi podatki in napovedjo modela. To se odraža tudi v znatno nižji
residualni v primerjavi s prejšnji pristopom, iz ε = 46 na ε = 2.0 (Tabela 18, desni stolpec).
Edino preostalo neskladje je višja modelska napoved difuzne refleksije med 475 in 520
nm v primerjavi z meritvijo. To neskladje je lahko posledica vsebnosti različnih
kromoforov v koži, kot so beta-karoten in bilirubin in niso vključeni v model.
Tabela 18. Modelski parametri kože, ko predpostavimo, da so sipalne lastnosti enake za
celotno kožo (levi stolpec) in ko jih določimo posebej za vrhnjico in usnjico (desni
stolpec).

depi [mm]
dder [mm]
m [%]
bepi [%]
bpap [%]
bret [%]
Spap [%]
Sret [%]
aepi [mm1]
ader [mm1]
pepi
pder
A
ε

Sipalne lastnosti določene za
celotno kožo
vrhnjico in usnjico
0.093 ± 0.001
0.085 ± 0.001
0.70 ± 0.01
0.72 ± 0.01
1.4 ± 0.1
1.4 ± 0.1
0.04 ± 0.04
0.07 ± 0.04
1.9 ± 0.1
2.5 ± 0.1
1.3 ± 0.1
1.4 ± 0.1
60 ± 1
58 ± 3
75 ± 3
75 ± 4
11.7 ± 0.3
} 8.7 ± 0.2
6.6 ± 0.2
} 2.2 ± 0.1
1.1 ± 0.1
2.0 ± 0.1
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1.6
0.7
0.6
1.7

± 0.1
± 0.2
± 0.1
± 0.1

Vrednost amplitude sipanja (a = 8.7 mm-1) je zelo visoka v primerjavi z vrednostmi, ki jih
najdemo v literaturi. Amplituda sipanja v usnjici se v literaturi giblje med 3.0–6.9 mm-1.
C.3 NEODVISNO PRILAGAJANJE SIPALNIH LASTNOSTI V VRHNJICI IN USNJICI
Na podlagi predstavljene pomanjkljivosti optičnega modela v prejšnjem poglavju, smo
naš pristop nadgradili na način, da smo neodvisno prilagajali sipalne lastnosti v vrhnjici
in usnjici. Kot vidimo v Tabela 18 (desni stolpec) so se vrednosti parametrov spremenile
minimalno. Izboljšalo se je tudi ujemanje med eksperimentalnimi in modelskimi
podatki, kar dokazuje nižja vrednost residualne norme (ε = 1.7).
Najpomembnejše je, da je amplituda sipanja v vrhnjici (aepi = 11.7 mm-1) precej višja kot
v usnjici (6.6 mm-1). Efektivna vrednost amplitude sipanja, ki smo jo dobili s prejšnjim
pristopom pa leži ravno med vrednostma dobljenima z novim pristopom. To je
prikazano tudi na Slika 78, kjer primerjamo vrednosti dobljene za vrhnjico in usnjico
(modre črte) in celotno kožo (črtkana črta).
Dobljeni rezultati so tudi primerljivi z vrednostmi v literaturi, kot je prikazano na Slika
78b. Nekateri eksperimentalni podatki dobljeni v literaturi imajo nižje vrednosti
reduciranega sipalnega koeficienta v primerjavi z našimi. To bi lahko bila posledica tega,
da so bile meritve narejene ex vivo.

Slika 78. Spektralna odvisnost reduciranega sipalnega koeficienta v vrhnjici in usnjici
dobljenega z našo analizo (modre črte) v primerjavi z vrednostjo dobljeno za celotno
kožo (črtkana črta) in vrednostjo podano v literaturi (a). Naš rezultat za usnjico v
primerjavi z vrednostmi v literaturi (b).

C.4 KOREGISTRACIJA Z MPM
Z namenom testiranja zanesljivosti in robustnosti naše metode smo naredili primerjavo
dobljene vrednosti za debelino vrhnjice z vrednostjo, ki jo dobimo z večfotonsko
mikroskopijo. Kontrast med dvo-fotonsko vzbujeno flourescenco iz biomolekul, ki se
nahajajo predvsem v vrhnjici in drugo harmonsko generacijo prisotno v kolagenskih
fibrilih nam omogoča določitev debeline vrhnjice.
PPTR signali in DRS spektri so bili izmerjeni na notranji strani podlakti in nadlakti pri 53letnem moškem prostovoljcu (BM). Debelina vrhnjice dobljena z našo analizo je bila
enaka 0.09 mm za podlaket in 0.10 ± 0.01 mm za nadlaket. Obe vrednosti ležita med
minimalno (0.03 mm) in maksimalno (0.175 mm) vrednostjo za debelino vrhnjice
dobljeno s kristalografijo, ki velja za zlati standard.
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Na Slika 79 so prikazani prečni prerezi kože na enakih anatomskih mestih, kot so bili
analizirani z našo metodo. Iz slik lahko določimo največjo debelino vrhnjice na obeh
mestih 0.10 mm, kar se dobro ujema z rezultati naše analize.

Slika 79. Slike prečnega prereza enakih testnih mest, ki smo jih posneli z več fotonsko
mikroskopijo (zgornja vrstica, podlaket; spodnja vrstica, nadlaket). Lokacije, kjer je
debelina vrhnjice največja so označene s puščicami.

C.5 MANŠETNI TEST
Pri drugem testu smo izvedli tako imenovani manšetni test. S pomočjo manšete (za
merjenje krvnega tlaka) smo prostovoljcem začasno ustavili pretok krvi v roki. PPTR
signal in DRS spekter sta bila posneta po 3 minutnem manšetnem testu (na 80 mm Hg,
100 mm Hg in 120 mm Hg). Pri 80 in 100 mm Hg je prišlo do venske okluzije, medtem
ko je pri 120 mm Hg prišlo do popolne okluzije.
Na Slika 80 vidimo, da je po venski okluziji prišlo do povišanja amplitude PPTR signala in
zmanjšanja difuzijske refleksijske skozi celoten spektralni razpon. To je skladno z
dejstvom, da se med venskim zastojem poveča količina krvi kar vodi do povečane
absorpcije vpadne svetlobe.

Slika 80. PPTR signali in DRS spektri, kot so bili izmerjeni na človeški koži po venskem
(80, 100 mm Hg) in popolnem zastoju krvi (120 mm Hg).
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Table 19.Modelski parametri kože po manšetnem testu.
brez okluzije

80 mm Hg

100 mm Hg

120 mm Hg

depi [mm]

0.10 ± 0.02

0.14 ± 0.02

0.11 ± 0.01

0.10 ± 0.01

dder [mm]

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.60

[%]

1.2 ± 0.1

1.1 ± 0.1

1.3 ± 0.1

1.2 ± 0.1

bepi [%]

0.8 ± 0.3

0.8 ± 0.2

0.9 ± 0.2

0.6 ± 0.2

bpap [%]

4.5 ± 0.7

18.3 ± 2.2

16.3 ± 1.6

6.0 ± 0.2

bret [%]

1.9 ± 0.4

1.4 ± 0.5

1.4 ± 0.3

2.0 ± 0.2

Spap [%]

58 ± 10

11 ± 3

18 ± 5

10 ± 2

81 ± 15

27 ± 13

39 ± 25

aepi [mm ]

16.3 ± 0.6

10.5 ± 1.0

12.6 ± 0.6

12.9 ± 0.2

-1

ader [mm ]

4.7 ± 1.8

18.4 ± 2.8

13.9 ± 7.3

17.0 ± 4.4

pepi

0.8 ± 0.1

1.7 ± 0.1

1.7 ± 0.2

1.6 ± 0.2

pder

1.4 ± 0.1

1.3 ± 0.3

1.3 ± 0.2

1.4 ± 0.2

A

1.4 ± 0.1

1.3 ± 0.3

1.3 ± 0.2

1.4 ± 0.2

m

Sret [%]
-1

9 ±5

V Table 19 so prikazani parametri kože, ki smo jih dobili z našo analizo po venskem in
totalnem zastoju krvi. Analiza nam je pokazala pričakovan dvig volumske koncentracije
krvi po okluziji in padec nasičenosti krvi s kisikom. Pri venskem zastoju je bil dvig
volumske koncentracije krvi večji v primerjavi s popolnim zastojem, kar je pričakovano.
Pri venskem zastoju kri še vedno priteka v roko, ne more pa odtekati, medtem ko pri
totalni zapori ne more niti pritekati niti odtekati.

C.6 PORJAVELOST KOŽE
Tretji test naše metodologije je vseboval primerjavo med dvema sosednjima mestoma
na koži nadlakti. Eno od mest je bilo izpostavljeno soncu med dvotedenskimi
počitnicami, drugo je bilo zavarovano z rokavom majice.

Slika 81. Fotografija kože, ki je bila na spodnjem delu izpostavljena sončnim žarkom,
zgornji dela pa je bil zavarovan z rokavom (a). Primerjava vsebnosti melanina (b) in
vrednosti reduciranega sipalnega koeficienta pri λ = 500 nm (c) za različni mesti.
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Tabela 20. Modelski parametri kot so bili dobljeni z našo analizo pred tretmajem (levi stolpec), mesto tretirano z nano sekundnim laserjem (srednji
stolpec), mesto tretirano s piko sekundnim laserjem (desni stolpec).
pred tretmajem
19. 12. 2019
depi + dpap [mm]

nano sekundni laser
12. 02. 2020

piko sekundni laser

01. 07. 2020

12. 02. 2020

01. 07. 2020

0.17 ± 0.01

0.16 ± 0.01

0.21 ± 0.01

0.15 ± 0.01

0.24 ± 0.01

1.5 ± 0.1

1.4 ± 0.1

1.2

1.3 ± 0.1

1.2

bepi [%]

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

b

[%]

3.5

3.2 ± 0.2

2.4 ± 0.2

2.2 ± 0.2

2.1 ± 0.1

S

[%]

73 ± 3

61 ± 2

73 ± 3

53 ± 4

72 ± 2

ink [%]

12 ± 3

9 ±1

4 ±1

8 ±1

5

aepi [mm-1]

6.9 ± 0.1

7.6 ± 0.6

10.6 ± 0.8

6.8 ± 0.2

7.5 ± 0.4

apap [mm-1]

3.5 ± 0.1

3.6 ± 0.4

3.1 ± 0.6

3.4 ± 0.2

2.3 ± 0.1

atat [mm-1]

6.6 ± 0.5

8.3 ± 2.2

5.5 ± 1.6

6.3 ± 1.2

5.3 ± 1.0

pepi

2.3 ± 0.2

1.9 ± 0.1

1.2 ± 0.2

1.8 ± 0.1

1.8 ± 0.1

ppap

2.0 ± 0.2

1.6 ± 0.3

0.3 ± 0.1

2.4 ± 0.1

1.7 ± 0.2

ptat

0.6 ± 0.1

0.7 ± 0.1

0.4 ± 0.2

0.7 ± 0.1

0.6

m

[%]

Tabela 21. Modelski parametri kot so bili dobljeni z našo analizo na štirih različnih mestih, tretirana vsako z drugačno fluenco.
1.5 J/cm2

fluenca

December
depi + dpapi [mm]
m

0.26 ± 0.01

3.0 J/cm2
Januar

December

0.27

0.24 ± 0.01

4.5 J/cm2
Januar
0.32 ± 0.01

December
0.21 ± 0.01

6.0 J/cm2
Januar
0.26 ± 0.01

December
0.23 ± 0.01

Januar
0.27 ± 0.01

[%]

3.9

3.0

4.1

2.2

3.3

1.8

2.4

1.2

bepi [%]

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

3.4 ± 0.1

3.4 ± 0.1

0.4 ± 0.3

3.1 ± 0.5

2.8 ± 0.3

2.8 ± 0.4

3.5

2.8 ± 0.2

ink [%]

16 ± 5

18 ± 3

17 ± 2

9 ±1

7 ±3

5 ±4

7 ±1

3 ±2

S

[%]

93 ± 6

27 ± 9

60 ± 19

41 ± 3

32 ± 4

28 ± 1

76 ± 10

66 ± 7

aepi [mm-1]

8.6 ± 0.3

8.7 ± 0.2

9.0 ± 0.1

7.0 ± 0.3

9.0 ± 0.2

7.2 ± 0.1

7.5 ± 0.2

6.1 ± 0.6

apap [mm-1]

5.6 ± 0.9

5.0 ± 0.5

3.7 ± 0.3

4.3 ± 0.2

5.2 ± 0.2

4.0 ± 0.2

3.9 ± 0.3

3.3 ± 0.1

aink [mm-1]

13 ± 1

14 ± 2

13 ± 3

12 ± 1

15 ± 2

12 ± 2

13 ± 2

10 ± 2

pepi

2.9 ± 0.1

2.8 ± 0.1

2.9 ± 0.1

2.9 ± 0.1

2.7

2.6

2.5 ± 0.1

2.6

ppap

1.6 ± 0.5

0.7 ± 0.2

0.2 ± 0.1

0.7 ± 0.2

0.5 ± 0.1

1.3 ± 0.2

0.5 ± 0.2

0.6 ± 0.1

pink

0.5 ± 0.1

0.6

0.6 ± 0.1

0.6 ± 0.1

0.5 ± 0.1

0.5 ± 0.1

0.6

0.6

b

[%]

E NAPOVEDNI MODEL
Iterativna optimizacija 14 modelskih parametrov z uporabo numeričnega modela (IMC)
je računsko zelo zahtevna. Zaradi te slabosti IMC-ja smo z uporabo strojnega učenja
''zgradili'' zelo hiter napovedni model (NM).
Podatki, ki so bili uporabljeni za razvoj NM so vsebovali 9029 ''parov''. Pari so bili
sestavljeni iz različnih kombinacij parametrov kože in pripadajočih PPTR signalov ter DRS
spektrov. Z namenom zmanjšanja računske obremenitve smo vse PPTR signale stisnili iz
začetnih 1500 na 162 točk, DRS spektri so bili upoštevani samo v 14 točkah (kot pri IMC).

C.9 PRIMERJAVA ANALIZE EKSPERIMENTALNIH PODATKOV Z UPORABO NM IN IMC
Slika 88 predstavlja PPTR signal in DRS spekter kot sta bila posneta na podlakti zdravega
prostovoljca (27 let star moški, JR) in najboljši IMC rezultat. Ujemanje med izmerjenimi
podatki in napovedjo modela je odlično.

Slika 88. PPTR signal (a) in DRS spekter (b) kot sta bila izmerjena na prostovoljcu JR
(oranžne črte) in najboljši IMC rezultat (modre črtkane črte in krogci).

Dobljeni parametri kože so zapisani v Tabela 22. Za testiranje NM je najbolj pomembno,
da vrednosti napovedane z NM (srednji stolpec) ležijo znotraj 95% intervala zaupanja
(CI) IMC vrednosti. Napovedi NM dobimo v zgolj 0.15 sekunde, medtem ko IMC pristop
vzame za posamezen zagon z 20-25 iteracijami približno eno uro.
Slika 89 prikazuje grafično primerjavo modelskih parametrov kože dobljenih z uporabo
IMC pristopa in NM iz meritev na prostovoljcu JR (Tabela 19). Vrednosti dobljene z
obema pristopoma ležijo znotraj CI.
Poučno je primerjati tudi eksperimentalne podatke PPTR in DRS z MC napovedjo, ki jo
dobimo s parametri kože dobljenimi z našim NM. Kot lahko vidimo na Slika 90 je
ujemanje dokaj dobro, ampak vseeno veliko slabše kot z IMC pristopom (Slika 88).
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Tabela 22. Vrednosti parametrov dobljene z analizo podatkov iz Slika 88 z uporabo IMC
pristopa (lev stolpec), napovednega modela (srednji stolpec) in hibridnega pristopa
(desen stolpec) z ustreznim intervalom zaupanja (CI) in njegovo relativno vrednostjo (δ).
Parameter

IMC

CI

δ

PM

CI

δ

HA

CI

δ

depi [mm]

0.106

0.009

0.08

0.104

0.002

0.02

0.124

0.007

0.06

dder [mm]

0.93

0.16

0.17

0.87

0.04

0.05

1.14

0.14

0.12

m

[%]

0.98

0.02

0.02

1.00

0.04

0.04

0.99

0.03

0.03

bepi [%]

0.2

0.2

0.81

0.2

0

0.09

0.4

0.1

0.22

bpap [%]

2.3

0.4

0.14

2.3

0.1

0.05

1.9

0.1

0.06

bret [%]

1.3

0.2

0.18

1.5

0.01

0.01

1.7

0.1

0.07

Spap [%]

34

14

0.41

41

3

0.07

40

4

0.10

Sret [%]

75

15

0.20

70

3

0.04

81

1

0.01

-1

11.1

1.9

0.17

10.7

0.3

0.03

10.7

0.2

0.02

-1

ader [mm ]

4.0

0.6

0.15

4.2

0.1

0.02

5.6

0.2

0.05

pepi

0.9

0.5

0.49

0.9

0.1

0.09

1.0

0.1

0.07

aepi [mm ]

pder

0.8

0.2

0.21

1.1

0.1

0.07

1.0

0.1

0.08

A

0.92

0.06

0.07

1.46

0.08

0.05

0.95

0.20

0.21

F [J/cm ]

0.27

0

0

0.27

0

0

0.25

0

0

εPPTR

0.021

0.005

/

/

0.008

0.001

εDRS

1.63

0.12

/

/

1.47

0.05

ε

1.84

0.14

/

/

1.55

0.04

2

Slika 89. Parametri zdrave kože dobljeni iz meritev na prostovoljcu JR z uporabo IMC
pristopa (oranžno) in NM (rdeče).
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Slika 90. Primerjava PPTR signala (a) in DRS spektra (b) kot sta bila izmerjena na
prostovoljcu JR z MC napovedjo, ki temelji na vrednostih parametrov dobljenih z NM
(modri krogci).

C.10 HIBRIDNI MODEL
Napovedni model predstavljen v prejšnjem podpoglavju se je izkazal za zelo hitrega. Z
namenom izboljšanja natančnosti in robustnosti naše inverzne analize smo v
naslednjem poglavju uporabili t.i. hibridni model (HM). Hibridni model združuje
inverzno analizo z napovedni modelom. Napovedne vrednosti parametrov, ki jih
dobimo z NM smo uporabili kot začetne točke v inverzni analizi (namesto naključnih
vrednosti, uporabljenih prej).
Vrednosti parametrov, ki jih dobimo s HM so zapisane v Tabela 22 (desni stolpec).
Povprečne vrednosti nekaterih parametrov dobljenih s HM, se od vrednosti dobljenih z
IMC pristopom razlikujejo za več kot vrednost CI. Največje razlike so opazne za vrednosti
bret (1.3± 0.1 %) in ader (5.6 ± 0.2 mm-1) v primerjavi z IMC rezultatom 1.3 ± 0.2 % in 4.0
± 0.6 mm-1. Da bi ugotovili zakaj prihaja do takšnih razlik smo na Slika 91 prikazali razvoj
vrednosti določenih parametrov med iterativnim procesom IMC in HM. Kot lahko
vidimo se vrednosti parametrov pri HM stabilizirajo po nekaj korakih, medtem ko IMC
običajno potrebuje več kot 15 korakov, da dobimo končno vrednost. Poleg tega, so
vrednosti parametrov dobljene s HM običajno bližje tisti vrednosti dobljeni z IMC, ki ima
najnižjo normo (polne oranžne črte).
Slika 92 prikazuje, da pri vseh zagonih HM doseže nižjo vrednost residualne norme kot
katerikoli od petih IMC zagonov. Poleg tega je pri HM potrebnih samo 5 korakov, v
primerjavi z 20-25 koraki pri IMC.
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Slika 91. Razvoj vrednosti posameznih parametrov pri petih zagonih iterativnega IMC
postopka, kjer so bile začetne vrednosti izbrane naključno (oranžne črte) in začetne
vrednosti, kot so bile dobljene z NM (rdeče pike) – t.i. hibridni model (modre črte).

Slika 92. Konvergenca IMC pristopa z naključno izbranimi začetnimi vrednostmi
(oranžne črte) v primerjavi s hibridnim modelom (modro), kjer so bile začetne točke
določene glede na vrednosti dobljene z NM (rdeče).
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